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ABSTRACT
NUCLEAR STRUCTURE STUDIES OF THE leO NUCLEUS 
OBSERVED WITH THE QUASIELASTIC (e.e'p) REACTION
by
MARK B. LEUSCHNER 
University of New Hampshire, May. 1992
The spectral function of the 160 (e .e 'p ) ,5N reaction has been measured in 
quasielastic parallel kinematics. Momentum distributions are extracted for sev­
eral discrete states, with special emphasis on the low-lying positive parity states 
of ir’N. Spectroscopic factors and bound state wave functions are deduced from 
a distorted wave impulse approximation analysis, including coupled channels ef­
fects. employing five different optical potentials. The distribution of spectroscopic 
strength is determined out to Em =  40 MeV from a multipole decomposition of 
the spectral function continuum. The spectroscopic factor of the 2s h i  shell of 
1(>0 ,  as evidenced by transitions to the positive parity (2s1y_,.ld-//_,) doublet at 
E r =  5.3 MeV, is found to be 0.269 ±0.018. The summed spectroscopic strength 
of the valence 1 p shell exhausts only 72% ±5.5%  of the independent particle shell 
model limit.
1. Introduction
The atomic nucleus is a system of strongly interacting protons and neutrons. 
Exact calculations for nuclear systems with .4 > 2 are not possible due to the 
many-body nature of the problem. In addition, the nucleon-nucleon interaction is 
not well understood, thereby complicating the theoretical description even for few- 
body nuclear systems. As a consequence of these two factors, the description of 
nuclear properties is based upon models which attem pt to explain the systeinatics 
of the available experimental data.
One successful model of the atomic nucleus is the shell model, in which the 
nucleons are assumed to move independently in a mean field representing the 
combined effect of the other nucleons. W ith the inclusion of a  strong spin-orbit 
interaction, it was found that the nuclear shell model was able to explain the sys- 
tematics of nuclear binding energies.1 The shell model was also able to accurately 
predict the ground state spins and parities of odd-A nuclei.
A major difficulty of the independent particle shell model (IPSM ). however, 
is its inability to accurately predict the excited state spectra of nuclei in terms 
of one-particle/one-hole (1 p — 1 It) excitations. This failure is understood to be a 
consequence of the residual interaction, which is responsible for nucleon-nucleon 
correlations. These multinucleon correlations lead to the depletion of orbitals 
beneath the fermi level, and the subsequent population of orbitals above the fermi 
level. Experimentally, the extent to which multinucleon correlations contribute to 
the ground state  wave function can therefore be determined directly by measuring 
the spectroscopic factor of normally unoccupied orbitals above the fermi level.
The utility of nucleon knockout reactions as a probe of single-particle wave 
functions has been well established. In 1957 Thvren ft. al.~"iA resolved the 
difference in binding energies due to knockout from two major shells in the (/>. 2j>) 
reaction, thereby providing a convincing confirmation of nuclear shell structure. 
Due to the uncertainties in the reaction mechanism for hadron-induced reactions. 
Jacob and M aris5 suggested that the (e.e'p) reaction is more ideally suited for the
1
extraction of information pertaining to the single-nucleon nature of the nucleus. 
Due to improvements in experimental apparatus, modern (e.e’p) experiments 
are now capable of resolving transitions to weakly populated final states in the 
residual A-l nuclear system, thereby providing an accurate means for studying 
the details of the ground state nuclear wave function.
Several recent studies of the quasielastic (e.e'p) reaction have provided a 
wealth of information concerning the single-nucleon structure of the nucleus. One 
of the most profound discoveries of these studies has been the observance of a 
strong depletion of the summed spectroscopic strength, sometimes as much as 
50%, from the valence orbitals in nuclei ranging from 12C to 208Pb. The (e.e'p) 
(and (d,*He)) spectroscopic strengths for transitions leading to the valence or­
bitals for several nuclei are shown in Figure 1. These results, compiled by Kramer.' 
are a direct indication of the magnitude of the multinucleon correlation effects.
A previous measurement of the quasielastic 160( e.e'p) reaction at Saclay by 
Bernheim e.t al. 10 confirmed the depletion of valence orbitals in ,bO by measur­
ing the spectroscopic factors for proton knockout leading to the two strongest 
lp  levels in 15N (the lpi/> ground state  and the lp.3/2 th ird  excited state). The 
spectroscopic factor of these two orbitals was found to be 1.18(15) and 2.28(29) 
protons respectively, which accounts for only about 60% of the independent par­
ticle shell model (IPSM) limit. The population of low-lying positive parity states, 
which would have provided insight to where the missing strength from the lp  shell 
resides, was not discussed in their analysis.
Much evidence exists 011 the depletion of strength from nuclear valence or­
bitals, bu t very little experimental work provides quantitative measurements of 
which orbitals are subsequently populated. The present 1(iO (e.e'p)l ’N experi­
ment, along with two previous experiments8"1 011 1-’C and 4"Ca. represents an 
effort to directly measure the occupation of normally unoccupied orbitals. For the 
UC’(e.e'p) experiment, the spectroscopic factors for transitions leading to states 
with spin and parity J* =  3 /2 + . 5 /2 + . 5 /2 " , and 7/2~ were extracted. Tran­
sitions to these states were interpreted to arise from proton knockout from the
2
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Figure 1 Summed spectroscopic strength of the valence orbitals for various 
nuclei. The spectroscopic strengths are plotted as a percentage of the IPSM 
limit.
2.slc/ and 1 /  shells of 1_>C. The summed spectroscopic factor for till transitions 
leading to these states was found to be S S  =  0.0268(18), which is much less than 
is required to account for the observed 43% depletion of the lp  shell.
For the 40Ca(e,e*p) experiment, spectroscopic factors for transitions to final 
states with spin and parity J T =  3 /2 ”  and 7 /2 “ were extracted. Transitions 
leading to these final states was interpreted as evidence for the occupation of 
the 1 /  and*2p orbitals of 40Ca. The extracted spectroscopic strength, summed 
over the excitation region 0-10 MeV of the final J9K nucleus, indicated a 5 — G% 
spectroscopic factor for the I f  shell and a 1 — 2%. spectroscopic factor for the 2p 
shell. The measured depletion of the ldj/>  and 2sj/> orbitals was found to be 
35%i and 45%’ respectively.
We have performed a measurement of the quasielastic 160 (e ,e ;p )15N reaction
3
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F igure 2 Occupancy of the shell model orbitals for the 160  nucleus in the IPSM.
in order to obtain a direct quantitative measure of the effects of nudeon-nucleon 
correlations which lead to  the spreading of proton occupancy to states above the 
fermi level. We have studied the depletion of the proton occupancy of the lp  shell 
in 10O, as well as the corresponding occupation of the 2sId  shell. The 2sId  shell 
proton occupancy was determined by measuring the spectroscopic strength for 
transitions leading to the positive parity doublet at Er =  5.3 MeV in 15N.
The 160  nucleus is an excellent choice with which to investigate the role of 
multinucleon correlations using the (e.e'p) reaction. The ground state spin and 
parity  of 1S0  is 0+ , so when a proton is knocked out. the residual ir’N nucleus is 
left with the spin and parity of the vacated hole state. The nuclear configuration 
of 160  in the independent particle shell model is ( Is)4( lp )1* (see Figure 2). so the 
low-lying excitation spectrum of 15N populated by the 160(e.e 'p ) reaction should 
be dominated by a  1 /2“ state and a 3 /2 "  state, representing knockout from the 
valence lp  shell of 160 .  The presence of low-lying positive parity states (see Figure
4
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Figure 3 Low-lj-ing excitation spectrum for the 1SN and 1(>0  nuclei.
3) could only arise from the knockout of protons from the 2s ld  shell of "’O. An 
unambiguous, quantitative, measure of the occupation of the 2s ld  shell in |(iO can 
therefore be obtained by extracting the spectroscopic factor arising from proton 
knockout leading to the population of the ( l / 2 + ,5 /2 + ) doublet at Er =  5.3 MeV 
in the 15N spectrum.
In chapter 2 we briefly outline the formalism of the impulse approximation in 
order to provide a concise framework in which to discuss the results. Chapter 3 
describes the experimental setup and the data reduction. In chapter 4 we describe 
the distorted wave impulse approximation analysis of the 160  spectral function, 
including coupled channels effects. In the last chapter we present the conclusions 
of our aualysis.
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2. Description of the (e.e'p) Reaction
2 .1  I n t r o d u c t i o n
The theoretical description of the (e.e'p) reaction in the plane wave impulse 
approximation (PW IA) and the distorted wave impulse approximation (DWIA) 
formalism is described in detail in several papers.11 In this chapter we outline only 
the salient features in order to provide a framework for discussions in subsequent 
sections.
In order to derive an (e.e'p) cross section several approximations concern­
ing the reaction process are necessary. First, the exchange of only one virtual 
photon (the Born approximation) between the incident electron and the target 
nucleus is considered. This approximation is easily justified since the probability 
for each additional photon exchange is known from quantum  electrodynamics to 
decrease according to the fine structure constant o ~  1/137. The weakness of 
the electromagnetic interaction provides the additional advantage that the entire 
nuclear volume is probed, so that the wave functions of deeply bound protons can 
be studied. This is an im portant advantage over spectroscopic studies employing 
hadronic probes, which have larger cross sections and therefore higher event rates, 
but which are largely sensitive to the nuclear surface.
The second assumption commonly made in deriving the (e.e'p) cross sec­
tion is tha t the total quasielastic cross section can be calculated from a coherent 
sum of amplitudes due to scattering from individual nucleons. Experimental evi­
dence which supports this assumption exists1" via the observation that inclusive 
electron scattering spectra for all nuclei exhibit a strong peak centered at an en­
ergy transfer consistent with elastic electron-proton scattering kinematics. The 
quasielastic kinematic requirement implies that the energy and momentum of the 
virtual photon are transferred to a single nucleon. From considerations of energy 
and momentum conservation this requirement can be written (nonrelativistically) 
as
2
= ^  + (B) (2.1)
2m ,,
6
where u: ancl q are the energy and momentum transferred to the nucleon, and 
m,, is the proton mass. The transferred energy of the quasielastic reaction is 
offset relative to that of true elastic scattering kinematics by an amount B.  which 
is needed to overcome the binding energy of the initially bound nucleon and to 
transfer it into the continuum.
The final approximation contained within the PW IA and DWIA derivations 
of the (e.e'p) cross section is that the coupling of the virtual photon to the bound 
nucleon is the same as tha t for coupling to a free nucleon, but modified for off-shell 
effects. The most simple interpretation of the (e.e'p) cross section is that it is (hie 
to scattering from a collection of noninteracting nucleons, and that each nucleon 
has the same dynamical behavior as a free nucleon. This set of assumptions is 
commonly known as the impulse approximation. Bound nucleons are known to 
lie off the free nucleon mass shell, however, so a prescription describing the off- 
shell nucleon current must be applied in the derivation of the cross section. The 
approach followed for the current analysis is based on the prescription due to 
Deforest.11 which emphasizes current conservation.
In the following two sections we discuss the kinematics of the (e.e'p) reaction 
and the general formalism of electron-nuclear interactions. In section 4 we outline 
the derivation of the PW IA. and in section 5 we discuss the derivation of the 
DWIA. In the last section we briefly describe the calculation of the unfactorized 
cross section employed in the present analysis of the 160  spectral function.
2 . 2  K i n e m a t i c s
The quasielastic (e,e'p) scattering reaction is illustrated schematically in Fig­
ure 5. The incoming electron with four-momentum k scatters from the target 
nucleus and emerges from the reaction with four-momentum momentum /. '. em it­
ting a virtual photon with four-momentum q in the process. The virtual photon 
is absorbed by a single nucleon within the target nucleus, which is then ejected 
with a final four-momentum p'. The initial nucleus is assumed to lie at rest in the 
laboratory frame, and the residual nuclear four-momentum is denoted by p .l-i-
Figure 4 Schematic illustration of the (e.e'p) reaction.
From the asymptotic particle vectors the missing four-momentum of the re­
action (the momentum of the unobserved recoiling A-l nucleus). p m =  (E,„. p ,„). 
can be constructed. The missing energy Em is equal to the binding energy of the 
struck proton within the target nucleus, plus the possible excitation energy of the 
A-l nucleus.
E m =  k — k' — Tp> — T-l — l — Egep 4 " E tr (2.2)
pm =  e - e ' -  p ' =  q - p '  (2.3)
The kinetic energy of the knocked out proton and residual nucleus are denoted 
by Tp> and Ta-i respectively, while the energies of the incident and scattered 
electrons are denoted by k and k'. If one assumes that the ejected proton emerges 
from the target without additional interactions with the A-l nucleus, then -p,„ 
is equal to the momentum of the ejected proton in the nucleus before it absorbs 
the virtual photon. The four-momentum of the initial proton can then be written
8
as p„, =  (E,„, — pm) where the momentum component differs only in sign from 
the true missing momentum of the reaction. This sign convention for the missing 
momentum is followed henceforth in this text.
From the kinematical description of the (e.e'p) reaction it is apparent that 
nucleon knockout reactions can be used to measure the energy and momentum 
of individual bound nucleons. By extension, the entire energy and momentum 
distribution of the nucleus can be mapped out by varying the acceptance of the 
detection apparatus.
2.3 T h e  ( e ,e ' p ) D i f f e r e n t i a l  C r o s s  S e c t i o n
The general form of the (e.e'p) differential cross section can be written, ac­
cording to the derivation by Raskin and Donnelly.14 as a contraction of two tensors
r o ? v = A ' ' - " w  <2;4>
where j/,,„ is the electron tensor and TP'*' is the nuclear tensor. The overall 
kinematical constants have been consolidated within the factor A". which is given 
in the lab frame by
k’pp> 1 ( 0 . '
2 k * M A  k ( Q 2 )2 /rec
where o is the fine structure constant, f rec is the nuclear recoil factor, and Q =
(u \q ) is the four-momentum transfer.
The electron tensor is well known from quantum  electrodynamics.10 while 
the nuclear tensor depends on the m atrix elements of the unknown nuclear four- 
current J 11 =  (J . ip). The nuclear tensor, which contains all of the nuclear struc­
ture information which can be extracted from the (e.e'p) reaction, is given b y 11
TP*" =  I T E  H E ) ( f . p' I ./"(,/) I />(/.p' I r(q) I , y  (2.G)
» /
W here the summation over indices i and f  indicate an average over initial states 
and a sum over allowable final states of the nuclear system, respectively. The 
delta function 6(E)  indicates overall conservation of energy for the reaction.
9
The contraction of the electron anil nuclear tensors is generally expressed as 
a sum of electromagnetic response functions. The differential cross section for 
electromagnetic scattering reactions in the center-of-mass can be written in the 
Born approximation a s 14
de'dQ'.tKln' ~  STrUr vi R U (- ‘
j
where the c, are kinematical factors and the 7?|( are the electromagnetic response 
functions. The invariant mass of the final hadronic system is denoted by II'. The 
i'j depend only on the electron kinematics (energy transfer, momentum transfer, 
and scattering angle), and contain no information about the structure of the 
target nucleus. The Mott cross section <tm0h is given by
f y -a/ n hr cos -f- \ - 1
* l o , i  ~  ~ n  • 2 ^ 1 )  1  1 2k n ■ 1  9.< ( 2 . 8 )*0 sin -f- 1 + Sill t*-
where A'u is the incident electron energy and 9e> is the angle of the scattered 
electron.
I11 the absence of polarized beams and polarized targets expression (2.7) re­
duces to
i/f ‘t l h ' d n  > =  K f fM°,t( VLRf i +VTRJi+vTT R f i '  ™s(2<t>)+VLTRff Cos(o)) (2.9)
where o is the azimuthal out-of-plane angle and the kinematical factor A’ is 
the same as in expression (2.7). The four terms are the longitudinal, trans­
verse. transverse-transverse interference, and longitudinal-transverse interference 
response functions respectively. The longitudinal and transverse directions, as 
well as the out-of-plane angles, are defined relative to the direction of the ex­
changed virtual photon. The longitudinal response functions are related to the 
m atrix elements of the nuclear charge operator, and the transverse response func­
tions are related to the m atrix elements of the nuclear current operator. Ex­
pression (2.9) is simplified in the case of parallel kinematics, where the emerging
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proton is detected in the direction parallel to the momentum transfer. In this 
case the two interference response functions R TT and R TL vanish, and only the 
longitudinal and transverse response functions contribute to the cross section.
Thus far we have developed the (e.e'p) formalism within the most general 
possible framework. The only approximation invoked in the preceding deriva­
tion was the Dorn approximation. In order to proceed further, however, more 
approximations must be made due to the complexity of the nuclear system. To 
calculate the nuclear tensor m atrix elements of expression (2.G). an explicit form 
of the nuclear current J'^q)  must be supplied. Furthermore, the calculation of 
the final .state wave function is greatly complicated when final state interactions 
(FSI) are considered. The incorporation of FSI effects into the description of the 
(e.e'p) cross section is necessary because the knocked out proton and the residual 
A-l nucleus interact via the strong interaction. In the following two sections we 
discuss two approximations of the (e.e'p) cross section; the plane wave impulse 
approximation and the distorted wave impulse approximation.
2 . 4  T h e  P l a n e  W a v e  I m p u l s e  A p p r o x i m a t i o n
The PWIA provides the most straightforward framework in which to interpret 
(e.e'p) results. There are two essential approximations needed to derive the PWIA 
cross section; first, the impulse approximation (discussed above) is assumed to 
be appropriate, and second, the outgoing proton wave function is approximated 
as a plane wave (110 final state interaction). In the IPSM, the hole state vacated 
by the knocked out proton is an eigenstate of the target nuclear potential, so the 
nuclear m atrix element of expression (2.G) can be w ritten
(/• P' I J f>{q) I ') = J  dr,-e"1-r’<p' | o l f (r,)) (2.10)
where <?,/(r, ) is the overlap between the initial and final state nuclear wave func­
tion. If a  plane wave is substituted for the outgoing proton wave function, ex­
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pression (2.10) becomes
< /.p 'I  •/"(<*) 10 =  /  * , t " ‘*-p' , r^ l / ( r I) (2 .1 1 )
Expression (2.11) is the fourier transform of tlie overlap integral between the 
initial and final nuclear wave function. The factor q — p' is the missing momentum 
p„, (see equation (2.3)) of the reaction. Combining expressions (2.4). (2.G). and 
(2.11). the PW IA expression for the (e.e'p) cross section can be written in the 
familiar factorized form
= p E  <j(pS(E,„, p,„) (2.12)
where rrfl, is the elementary electron-proton cross section modified for off-shell ef­
fects. and S(E,„. p m) is the spectral function. The scattered electron and outgoing 
proton three-moment a are denoted by k' and p' respectively. In the PWIA the 
missing energy and missing momentum are equal to the initial energy and momen­
tum  of the struck nucleon, hence the spectral function represents the probability
that a nucleon in the nucleus has momentum p m and energy E,„. It is written as
S ( E ni . Pm) — ^  ^ | 0i/(pm) | b{E,n — E f  — Ej) (2.13)
/
where /  denotes the final states of the A-l system and ©,•/(p m) is the fourier 
transform of the overlap integral. The overlap integral is generally replaced by a 
single-particle wave function
• M r )  =  (* /( l ..A  -  1) | *,(1..A )) =  A c M r )  (2.14)
where the square of the am plitude .40 is the spectroscopic factor S„. and o„(r)  
is a single-particle wave function with quantum  numbers n. In principle the 
overlap integral is more complicated than in the IPSM picture. Final state inter­
actions and nucleon-nucleon correlations prevent the hole state from being a true 
eigenstate of the target nuclear system. In the context of the IPSM and PIMA, 
however, we can interpret SQ as the proton occupancy of the state <•>„.
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One point of comparison between theory and experiment is the moment mu 
distribution. The momentum distribution is calculated by integrating the spectral 
function over a missing energy interval of interest (usually a discrete transition)
p o ( P m ) =  j  S ( E m , p m ) (IE,,,  (2 .15 )
The spectroscopic factor for a discrete state with quantum  numbers n is then 
obtained by integrating the momentum distribution over all missing momenta
In practice the spectral function is measured up to a missing momentum of about 
300 MeV/c. and the integration is extended to higher missing momenta by ex­
trapolating the calculated momentum distribution to 500 MeY/c.
The simple PWIA model illustrates the utility of the (e.e'p) reaction for ob­
taining spectroscopic information. Occupancies of single-particle orbitals can be 
extracted from the experimental (e.e'p) cross section by measuring the spectral 
function over a sufficient missing energy and missing momentum range.
2 . 5  T h e  D i s t o r t e d  W a v e  I m p u l s e  A p p r o x i m a t i o n
In order to provide a more realistic calculation of the (e.e'p) cross section 
the effects due to the final state interaction between the outgoing proton and the 
residual A-l nuclear system must be accounted for. In the DWIA the plane wave 
assumed in the derivation of expression (2.12) is replaced by a distorted proton 
wave function generated in an optical potential. The general form of the optical 
potential is given by
l Topt =  l Tc(>’) ~  I'r(i') +  U»0(r)a -1 ( 2 . 17 )
where Lrc(>') i s  the Coulomb potential. The central { U r ) and spin-orbit ([',„)
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term s of the optical po ten tia l contain both  real (V*) and im aginary ( I D  term s
l'R(r) = V.fAr) + i \ Y f tv(r) (2. IS)
l'so(f) = +  /Tr,0s r , (2.19)v m Tc/
where the f , (r)  and g,{ r) terms are the Woods-Saxon shape and the derivative of 
the Woods-Saxon shape respectively
=  n — r?'1 p- t/ 1 {( =  r.U*} (2.20)1 +  exp[( r -  E, )/a,]
, > 1 (1 r ,  , 1 pxp[(r -  f?, )/e,]9i(1 ) — J ,fi(l ) — Z J r  „  . , T (--21)r dr o l  +  exp[( r -  i7, )/</,]
If one neglects the spin-orbit potential then the (e.e'p) cross section can still
be w ritten in a factorized fo rm "
f/6_
- ^ g  = p,E'<7fpS D(E m. p ,„ .p ')  (2.22)
where the distorted spectral function S D( E m. p m. p ') is related to the momentum 
distribution in a manner analagous to expression (2.13)
S D( E m, Pm .p ') =  X] I <?,y(Prn-p') I2 HE,n -  E f  -  Ej )  (2.23)
/
and the distorted overlap integral 0 1j ( p ,n. p ') is written
<t>if(Pm'P') =  J  rfr<\p'(r)e,(q_p,,'r ,<il-/(ri) (2.24)
It can be easily seen tha t equation (2.24) reduces to the plane wave result of 
expression (2.10) if a plane wave is substituted for \ t,'. which is the distorted wave 
function of the ejected proton calculated using the optical potential of expression 
(2.17). The factorization in expression (2.22) has been shown"’ to be nearly exact 










Figure 5 Comparison of the l60 (e ,e 'p )1!5N ground state lp i /2  momentum dis­
tribution for the PW IA (solid). DWIA (dot-dashed), and DWIA not including 
spin-orbit and coulomb distortions (dashed).
Once proton distortions are included, the spectral function no longer depends 
solely on the energy and momentum of the bound proton, but also on the momen­
tum  with which it is ejected. The optical potential which describes the distortion 
of the outgoing proton must therefore reflect the kinematics of each reaction un­
der consideration. Figure 5 illustrates the effect of the FSI on the momentum 
distribution for the lp r /2  ground state of 15N. The m ajor effect of the FSI on 
the momentum distribution is a shift, towards negative missing momenta due to 
the real part of the optical potential, and a reduction of the magnitude of the 
momentum distribution due to the imaginary part of the optical potential. This 
absorption accounts for the proton flux which is removed from its original outgo­
ing channel by final sta te  interactions.
When the full description of the FSI is incorporated, including spin-orbit
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couplings, the (e.e'p) cross section can no longer be factorized as in expressions 
(2.12) or (2.22). However, an effective spectral function can still be defined by 
dividing the unfactorized cross section by the electron-proton cross section
e r _  </V 1
S  (■£»!• Pm) =  ,1 , . ,  , r , (2.2u)</k' dp ' i>'E'<jcp
The difference between the DWIA momentum distribution including spin- 
orbit distortions and the momentum distribution neglecting these terms is shown
in figure G. The major effect due to the spin-orbit potential is the filling in of the
region surrounding pm =  0 MeV/c. The overall normalization of the two calcu­
lations is nearly the same, indicating that to a first approximation the extracted 
spectroscopic factors are not highly sensitive to the spin-orbit interaction. The 
increasingly poor agreement between the two calculations at higher missing mo­
menta leads to a difference in the extracted rms radius of the bound state wave 
function. The correlation between the spectroscopic strength and the rm* radius 
of the bound state wave function is small, but not negligible, indicating that the 
spin-orbit effect must be carefully considered in the analysis of the (e.e'p) spectral 
function. The effect of the spin-orbit potential on the spectroscopic factor of the 
lpi/> state at E r =  G.3 MeV in l5N is considered in detail in section 4.2.
One consequence arising from the optical potential description of proton dis­
tortions is that the bound and final state proton wave functions are not orthog­
onal. since they are generated from two different Hamiltonians. In order to con­
fidently extract spectroscopic information from the (e,e'p) reaction the effect on 
the (e.e'p) cross section due to this orthogonality defect must be determined. In 
an investigation of this effect by Boffi et al.!'  the (e.e'p) cross section calculated 
in the unfactorized DWIA approach, as discussed above, and the cross section 
orthogonalized in a Gram-Schmidt approach were compared. The results of the 
comparison indicated that the nonorthogonal component of the overlap integral 
was numerically small, thus preserving the interpretation of the overlap integral 
(equation (2.14)) as a bound state wave function. In the present analysis we have 
neglected the nonorthogonal component altogether.
16
2 .G S u m m a r y
For the present analysis we have made use of an unfactorized DWIA calculn-
19 11tion of the (e .e 'p ) cross section. The prescription of DeForest has been used
for the off-shell electron-proton cross section <rfp. In addition to the distortion of
the outgoing proton wave, the distortion of the electron wave due to the nuclear
coulomb potential is also calculated to first order in the eikonal approximation.1I'-"
Since the optical potential is known to be non-local.-1 a correction is applied to
the bound state and outgoing proton wave functions?"
3. Experiment anti Data Reduction
All 0( e.e'p) data were acquired at the Medium Energy Accelerator (MEA) 
at NIKHEF-K. The scattered electron and knocked out proton were detected in a 
pair of high resolution magnetic spectrometers. A cross section of the spectrom­
eter setup is shown in Figure 4. The detection equipment in each spectrometer 
consisted of multiwire drift chambers, scintillators, and a Cerenkov counter to 
determine the energy, scattering angle, and type of the detected particles. The 
details of the accelerator and detection system are presented in detail by De Vries 
r.t al.~$
The targets used for the l,>0( e.e'p) experiment were liquid water (H_<0) and 
liquid heavy water (“HjO). The inelastic excitations of the contaminant nuclei 
in solid compound targets, such as lithium oxide or beryllium oxide, would have 
interfered with the 10O spectral function. Hydrogen, the “contaminant" nucleus 
in H_>0. produces a singular coincidence response at (E m = 0. pm =  0) which is 
easily identified and separated in most cases from the lfi0  spectral function. At 
low missing momenta, however, it was found that the strong radiation tail from 
the hydrogen peak obscured much of the 160  spectrum. For measurements in this 
kinematical region, heavy water was used as a target. The (e.e'p) coincidence 
reaction from the contaminant deuteron nucleus produces a relatively low. broad 
response (since the final state momentum is shared by the undetected neutron) 
which was easily identified and subtracted from the 160  spectral function.
The water target apparatus employed was developed at Mainz"4 "’ and con­
sisted of a recirculation and cooling system which produced a thin waterfall in 
front of the beam. The waterfall was isolated from the vacuum of the spectrome­
ters and beam transport system by a thin steel foil. The atmosphere surrounding 
the water film, which consisted of hydrogen or helium gas. was maintained at 
a pressure of approximately 1/10 atm. The effect of this atmosphere and the 
surrounding foil on the emerging electron and proton momenta was found to be 
negligible.
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F ig u re  6 The dual-spectrometer coincidence setup at NTKHEF. The QDD 
spectrom eter (left) is used to detect the scattered electron, while the QDQ (right) 
is used to detect the knocked out proton.
The elastic ^’O ^ e ')  cross section was measured at regular intervals through­
out the experiment using the water target apparatus. The absolute thickness of 
the water target was determined by comparing the elastic cross section to the 
elastic lfiO(e,e') cross section obtained from a previous measurement ~(> using a 
solid target of known thickness. The water target thickness was found to be ex­
tremely stable, varying slowly within the range 30.9 — 33.4 m g/cm ” ±  5.1%. The 
uncertainty-ill the target thickness, which was mostly due to the statistical accu­
racy of the elastic measurements, was the single largest contribution to the total 
systematic error for the present experiment. The target thickness was monitored 
continuously during the intervals between elastic calibrations using the singles 
rates in each of the two magnetic spectrometers.
The systematic errors relating to the coincidence setup at NIICHEF have been
quantity uncertainty %■ effect on the 
spectral function
incident beam energy 0.1% 0.3
electron scattering angle 1.0 mrad 0.4
proton scattering angle 2.0 mrad 0.2
electron solid angle 1.0% • 1.0
proton solid angle 1.9% 1.9
electron detection efficiency 0.2% 0.2
Spec 0.7% 0.7
target thickness:
via relative normalization 0.1-0.0% 0.1-0.G
via absolute normalization 3.0-5.0% 3.0-5.0
total experimental uncertainty 3.8-5.5
T ab le  1 Systematic errors in the lr>0 (e .e 'p )ir,N experiment.
evaluated previously For the present experiment, systematic errors involv­
ing charge integration and target angle are contained within the uncertainty in 
the target thickness. The coincidence detection efficiency was measured several 
times via the kinematically overdetermined 'H( e.e'p) reaction, yielding an av­
erage efficiency i pcc  = 98.8% ±  0.7%. Table 1 lists the systematic errors in 
the measurement and their effect on the extracted momentum distributions. In 
some cases the error depends on the particular kinematical situation, so a range 
of errors is given. The total experimental systematic rms error for the present 
experiment has been determined to be 5.5%'.
The coincidence reaction "’O fe.e'p)1 ’N was measured in quasielastic parallel 
kinematics at three different beam energies: Eo =  304.450. and 521 MeV. The 
total kinetic energy in the center of mass system between the outgoing proton 
and the recoiling 15N nucleus was kept constant at 90 MeV. Since the center of 
mass energy was kept constant, effects due to the final state interaction remain 
















-150.5 520.G 78.3 405.G 42.2 441.1 S7.7 250.0
-100.1 520.G 7S.0 3S8.S 40. S 481.G 105.5 310.0
-SI.5 455.S 81.2 335.4 39.5 441.7 S9.9 G5.7
-40.8 455.8 72.8 33G.9 42.2 438.9 90.0 209.7
1.8 520.G 58.5 397.0 47.4 4G0.2 99.7 G5.1
39.4 455.S 57.1 339.7 4G.5 433.0 90.0 150.0
79.4 455.8 49.7 340.8 48.0 430.0 90.0 11S.2
118.9 455.8 42.5 341.7 48.7 427.1 90.0 110.0
159.4 455.8 35.3 342.5 48.5 424.1 90.0 Gl.()
191.0 455.8 29.3 342.4 47.1 421.7 90.0 43.2
21G.5 304.4 40.G 1SS.9 38.2 419.1 S9.G 130.0
250.5 304.4 30.2 19G.1 3G.0 417.G 90.0 3G.5
T ab le  2 The kinematics of the I(>0 (e .e 'p )1!3N experiment. T ,„m is flu* total 
center of mass kinetic energy between the recoiling l5N nucleus and tin* knocked 
out proton, and Q is the total charge accumulated at each kinematics.
the experiment.
The reduction of raw spectrometer data to the experimental spectral function 
proceeds through several stages. Selected spectrometer data are recorded event - 
by-event 011 magnetic tapes during the experiment for a later off-line analysis. 
To reduce the potentially high singles rate a hardware coincidence requirement 
between the two spectrometers is imposed on the data stream. The width of 
the coincidence (usually about 50 ns.) is chosen to allow for every conceivable 
path-length (and hence time-of-flight) difference between the proton and electron 
arms. F o r beam bursts in which the hardware coincidence is satisfied, the time 
for each singles event from each spectrometer is compared to the time of the 
hardware coincidence, and those events which fall within a selected time window 
are recorded 011 tape.
Coincident (e.e'p) events are selected in software from the recorded data by 
comparing the arrival times of each electron with each proton in a beam burst.
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F ig u re  7 The corrected and uncorrected coincidence timing spectra for the 
kinematics centered about p m =  160 MeY/c.
Beam bursts for which no unambiguous one-to-one electron-proton match can be 
made are not processed any further, and a corresponding deadtime correction is 
made at a later stage of the analysis. The trajectory for each particle through 
its spectrometer is then calculated for the remaining singular coincidences. From 
these orbits the true flight time of the particle from the reaction vertex to the 
spectrometer focal plane is calculated, and the coincidence timing is adjusted to 
compensate for differences in the length of the flight path  for each particle. The 
resulting coincidence timing resolution was found to be better than 1 ns. for 
all kinematics. Figure 7 shows the uncorrected and corrected coincidence timing 
peaks for the kinematics centered about pm =  80 MeY/c.
Once the particle orbits through the spectrometers are known, it is possible 
to construct the particle vectors at the reaction vertex. From these vectors the 
missing energy and missing momentum (Em.p „ ,) of the reaction can be calculated.
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Events which fall within a selected time gate (2.5 — 3.0 ns. wide) about the 
corrected coincidence timing peak are sorted into a two-dimensional histogram 
X(E,„.p,„)  of accepted events, while those which fall outside these limits are 
sorted into a histogram A{E,n.pm ) of accidental coincidences. Since there exists 
a certain number of accidental events underneath the coincidence timing peak, 
an accidental subtraction must lie made from the X ( E m, p,„) spectrum to yield 
the true coincidence spectrum T ( E n),p,„)- Figure 8 shows the X(E,„.p,„)  and 
A{Em.pm ) spectra for the kinematics centered about p,„ =  220 MeY/c and p,„ = 
250 MeV/c. The residual accidental background is easily seen as a low broad 
peak in both X { e m.p m ) spectra.
The six-fold differential cross section is related to the true coincidence spec­
trum  as follows:
d ’17 _ A corr T{ E ,». pm)
d k 'd p ' ~  V'T,/' Xf Xf  Y(E,„.pw ) ( )
where X ciirr is the product of all the deadtime and efficiency correction factors. Xf 
is the number of target nuclei per unit area. X f is the number of incident electrons, 
and 1 '(E m, p ,„) is the detection volume. The calculation of the detection volume is 
discussed in the following section. The factor AVf/, is applied separately for each 
event in the T ( E m.pm) spectrum, since there exist several different combinations 
of electron and proton momenta which can contribute to the same bin.
3.1 C a l c u l a t i o n  o f  t h e  D e t e c t i o n  V o l u m e
The detection volume reflects the probability that an (e.e'p) event with miss­
ing energy Em and missing momentum p,„ can be detected within the experimen­
tal spectrometer acceptance. In laboratory coordinates the detection volume is 
uniform over the energy and angular acceptance of the detection system. However, 
when one wants to express the cross section in a spectral function representation 
then the detection volume must lie mapped into the coordinates of missing energy
‘23
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F igure 8 Spectra of accidental coincidences A (E „,) (top) and real coincidences 
N ( E m ) (bottom ) for the kinematics centered about p„, =  220 MeY/c (left) and 
p m =  250 M eV/c (right). The missing momentum has been integrated in each of 
the four graphs.
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and missing momentum. The detection volume of a (E,„.pw ) bin is given by
1 ’(E,„. p,„ ) =  j  6(Em -  E'm )6{p„, -  p ,„) (lEf i dilfi dEp> dQ.p> (3.2)
.4
where >' and p' denote the detected election and proton, and the limits of inte­
gration -4 run over the energy and angular acceptance of the two spectrometers.
The missing energy and missing momentum are complicated functions of the 
configuration space variables. In practice the integral in the above expression 
cannot be solved analytically, so instead a Monte Carlo method is used. For the 
Monte Carlo integration a distribution of random events is generated uniformly 
over the energy and angular acceptance of both spectrometers. The statistical 
error due to this integration can lie made negligibly small by generating a large 
enough number of Monte Carlo events. For the present 160  analysis the detection 
volume was calculated for each kinematics from three million events. The resulting 
statistical integration error was less than one percent per (E ,„.p„,) bin on an 
average.
The spectrum of accidental coincidences A ( E m.p,„ ) can also be simulated via 
the same Monte Carlo method. In contrast to the detection volume integration, 
events for the accidental coincidence simulation are generated according to the 
experimentally observed energy and angular distribution of singles events in both 
spectrometers. The inclusive single arm  data  required for this calculation are 
recorded simultaneously during the experiment along with the coincidence data.
The extraction of the experimental spectral function is directly dependent 
upon the accurate determination of the detection volume, as can be seen from 
equation (3.1). It is therefore of crucial importance to determine the proper geo­
metrical input (spectrometer angles and aperture positions) to the Monte Carlo 
calculation of the detection volume. Since the detection volume is not a direct 
experimental observable we have optimized the geometrical description of the 
spectrometer apparatus by comparing the experimental accidental coincidence 
spectrum to a Monte Carlo simulation of the same spectrum. A \* minimization
25
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F ig u re  9 Corrected and uncorrerted simulated accidental spectrum for the 
kinematics centered ahout pm =  220 MeV/c. The data points represent the ex­
perimentally observed accidental distribution. The spectra have been integrated 
over missing energy.
was performed by dividing each spectrum into 100 bins (8 x A pm =  10 MeY/c. 
20 x A E,„ =  2M e V )  and adjusting the aperture positions for each spectrometer 
until the maximum agreement between the two spectra was found. In this man­
ner we achieved a global optimization of the aperture positions which reflected 
the complete (E m.pm) dependence of the accidental coincidence spectrum on the 
spectrometer geometry.
For the present experiment, adjustm ents in the position of the electron spec­
trom eter aperture of up to 5 m rad in the horizontal direction and 4 mrad in the 
vertical direction were recpiired. Adjustments of these magnitudes are comparable 
to the likely error of the mechanical driving systems for each aperture. The opti­
mization of the accidental calculation was found to be independent of the location
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of the proton spectrometer aperture, clue to the fact that in parallel kinematics 
one is mostly sensitive to the magnitude of the knocked out proton momentum, 
and relatively little by it's angle. Figure 9 compares an uncorrected and a cor­
rected accidental spectrum for the kinematics centered about p m =  220 MeY/c. 
The difference between the corrected and uncorrected accidental simulations is 
due to a change in the location of the electron spectrometer aperture of 5 mrad in 
the horizontal direction and 2 m rad in the vertical direction. The effect of these 
aperture adjustm ents on the detection volume was found to be greater than 50'X 
for some (E m.p„,) bins.
The accuracy of the detection volume calibration was checked by comparing 
sets of redundant spectral function measurements, each made with a different 
spectrometer arrangement. The missing momentum acceptance of the NIKHEF 
QDD-QDQ spectrometer setup is approximately 80 MeV/c. The central missing 
momenta of the kinematics measured for the present experiment were separated 
by increments of 40 MeY/c, thus ensuring that there was a large overlapping 
(E,„.p,„) region sampled between neighboring measurements. The quality of the 
detection volume optimization becomes readily apparent since the momentum dis­
tribution is calculated at least twice for each missing energy and missing momen­
tum  bin. We observed no deviations between redundant measurements beyond 
the statistical accuracy of the data.
Figure 8 illustrates the influence of the experimental detection volume on the 
measurement of the spectral function. The distribution of accidental events is 
given by the shape of the detection volume folded with the singles distribution 
in each spectrometer. For many kinematics the shape of the accidental spectrum 
is essentially the same as the detection volume because the singles spectra are 
nearly flat. For the purposes of this discussion we will assume that they h a v e  t h e  
same shape. As figure 8 shows, the shape of the acceptance varies considerably 
across the (E m.p,„) plane, thereby necessitating a proper positioning of the spec­
trom eters so tha t the physical region of interest has the benefit of the maximum 
detection volume weight. For the present experiment we were primarily interested
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ill the positive parity doublet located at Er =  5.3 MeV (E m =  17.4 MeV). so the 
spectrometers were arranged at each kinematics to optimize the detection volume 
for this region. For the kinematics centered at pm =  220 MeY/c the detectors 
were mistakenly positioned so that an excitation energy of E.r =  17 MeV fell at 
the center of the detection volume, rather than a missing energy of 17 MeY. The 
effect of this mistake is apparent on the lp i / j  ground state, whose count rate is 
quenched almost to the level of the weakly populated Ej, =  5.3 MeY doublet.
3 . 2  R a d i a t i v e  C o r r e c t i o n s
In electron scattering experiments the electron is prone to energy losses via 
radiative processes in the target. As a result, events appear in the experimental 
spectrum at higher missing energies than the actual missing energy of the primary 
reaction. These radiative processes give rise to the radiation tail which is seen in 
all inclusive electron scattering spectra.
The radiation tail is generally not a problem in the analysis of inclusive (e.e') 
data. Cross sections for discrete transitions can be extracted from the missing 
energy spectrum with fitting routines incorporating an empirical peak shape which 
also accounts for the radiation tail.
In (e.e'p) experiments this situation is complicated somewhat. Since the miss­
ing momentum depends on the momentum of both detected particles, as well as 
that of the initial electron, a radiative loss by any of these three external particles 
will result in an incorrect determination of the missing momentum. The radia tion 
tail in the (e.e'p) spectral function will therefore propagate across the plane of the 
spectral function in both the missing energy direction and the missing momentum 
direction.
In order to calculate the momentum distribution for a discrete state accu­
rately. the integration of the peak must be carried out over two dimensions (rather 
than one. as is the case for (e.e') spectra). Due to the difficulty of such an inte­
gration. particularly in cases where the density of states is high, an alternative 
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F ig u re  10 Missing energy spectrum of the 160(e.e 'p) 15N reaction for the kine­
matics centered about pm =  120 MeY/c.
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which have undergone radiative processes is folded hack into the proper (E m.pm) 
bin. The unfolding procedure utilized for the present analysis, which accounts for 
Dreinsstrahlung and ionization processes, is described in detail hv E. Q uint.''
3.3 Sl’MMARY
For the present experiment we have measured the l60  spectral function in 
the range 0 < E,„ < 40 MeV and —180 < pm <  270 MeY/c. The sign of 
the missing momentum refers to the projection of the initial nucleon momentum 
along the direction of the momentum transfer. In Figure 10 a missing energy 
spectrum of the reaction l,’0(e.e,j))1,N is shown for the kinematics centered about 
p„, =  120 MeY/c. The spectrum is dominated by two peaks at E,„ =  12.1 MeY 
and E,„ =  18.4 MeY. corresponding to proton knockout from the valence Ip 
orbitals in lfiO. The peak at a missing energy of 12.1 MeY represents the minimal 
energy needed to remove a single proton from the 160  nucleus (from the least 
bound lp j /> orbital) and to leave the residual ir>N nucleus in its ground state. 
Hence the missing energy of the lfiO spectral function is offset from the |r’N 
excitation spectrum by 12.1 MeY. The missing energy resolution obtained for 
the experiment varied between 150 keY and 200 keV for the different kinematics. 
Due to this excellent resolution the excitation of the 15N positive parity doublet 
at Et =  5.3 MeY (E m =  17.4 MeY) is also clearly evident. The momentum 
distribution can be calculated for each discrete state in the spectral function by 
integrating over the missing energy interval of interest (see expression (2.15)).
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4. D a ta  Analysis and Results
In this chapter ive discuss the analysis of the 1(i0  spectral function in the 
distorted wave impulse approximation. The first section describes the derivation 
of the optical potentials which were used to describe the distortions of the knocked 
out proton wave function. In section 2 the results of the DWIA analysis of the 
lj> moment 11111 distributions are discussed, and in section 3 the DWIA analysis 
of the weak transitions is presented. Corrections for coupled channels effects are 
discussed in section 4. and in section 5 we present the results of a search for 
7 /2 + strength in the 1(,0  spectral function. In section G the results of a multipole 
decomposition of the 1(>0  spectral function are presented, and in the final section 
the results of the present analysis are compared to  results from other experiments.
4 . 1  D e r i v a t i o n  o f  t h e  O p t i c a l  P o t e n t i a l
Distortions of the knocked out proton wave function required for the DWIA 
analysis were calculated using five different optical potentials. Three of the optical 
potentials were phenomenological Woods-Saxon parameterizations. Of these, two 
were derived directly from elastic ^’Ofp.p*) data taken at an  incident lab energy 
of 100 MeW*" The elastic cross section and analyzing power were fit "  with a 
Woods-Saxon potential (WS) containing real, imaginary, and spin-orbit terms. A 
second potential (WSrfrf) which included two additional derivative terms in the 
central potential was also used to fit the (p .p ') data. The center of mass kinetic 
energy of 90 MeV for the current (e.e'p) experiment corresponds to an equivalent 
incident proton lab energy of 96 MeV. The difference between the elastic (p.p') 
cross section at 96 and 100 MeV was assumed to lie small, so that the proton 
distortions in the 160(e,e 'p ) reaction are sufficiently well characterized by the 
optical potential derived from the available 100 MeV 1()0 ( p .p ') data.
The third Woods-Saxon optical potential (SC) was derived from the well 
known Scliwandt parameterization!*" Although the Schwaudt param eterization is 
derived from nuclei in the range 24 < .4 < 208. and is therefore not applicable 
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Figure 11 Results of a Woods-Saxon potential fit to the elastic 160 (p .p ')  cross 
section (top), and polarization asymmetry (bottom ). The solid curves represent 
the fit due to the WS potential, while the dashed curves represent the KelOGn 
potential.
analyses have used the same param eterization to extract spectroscopic results. 
The Schwandt optical model param eterization is known to provide a good de­
scription of the svstematics of elastic (p.p’) scattering data over a large range 
(if target mass and incident proton beam energy. The param eters for the three
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potential V v,, W W (, Wo w ,„
SC strength [MeV] 28.359 — G.S7G — 4.808 -0.SG9
radius [fm] 1.255 — 1.434 — 0.997 0.9G8
diffuseness [fm] 0.703 — 0.545 — 0.GG0 0.G20
WS strength [MeV] 29.121 — 10.052 — 3.181 -0.707
± 0.708 0.528 0.18G 0.0G1
radius [fm] 1.101 — 1.412 — 0.934 1.G20
± 0.015 0.010 0.005 0.015
diffuseness [fm] 0.723 — 0.484 — 0.442 0.488
± 0.005 0.017 0.01G 0.035
w s (/rf strength [MeV] 27.932 0.820 10.077 -0.309 3.010 -0.722
± 0.111 0.112 0.377 0.156 0.14G 0.050
radius [fm] 1.087 0.988 1.414 1.150 0.940 1.G04
± 0.007 0.025 0.016 0.045 0.00G 0.014
diffuseness [fm] 0.718 0.849 0.509 1.375 0.424 0.527
± 0.021 0.2G1 0.020 0.357 0.015 0.04G
T ab le  3 The optical model param eters for the Schwamlt*J (SC) ami Woods- 
Saxon (WS and WSrfrf) potentials. The Woods-Saxon potentials were derived 
from fits to elastic lbO(p.p/ ) data  taken at an incident proton lab energv of 100 
MeV.
Woods-Saxon potentials are listed in Table 3. It can be seen tha t the Schwamlt 
potential param eters agree quite well with those obtained from the elastic (p.p') 
fits.
In addition to the three Woods-Saxon parameterizntions. two optical poten­
tials were supplied by Kelly'*1 These potentials were derived from an effective den­
sity dependent nucleon-nucleon interaction which was fit to the inelastic states of 
lr,0  in the Local Density Approximation. The first potential (KellOOo) was fit to 
the available proton scattering data at 100 MeV in lab frame (the same data that 
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F ig u re  12 The KelOGn and WS optical potentials.
•30(KelOGn) was extrapolated to the case of 90 MeV in the center of mass, in order 
to correspond to the actual kinematics of the present ^(^(e.e'p) experiment. The 
KelOGn and WS potentials are shown in Figure 12. The main qualitative difference 
between the Kelly and Woods-Saxon potentials is the additional structure found 
in the Kelly potential, where the upward slope of the central potential is seen to 
decrease at radii between 2 and 3 fermi. We have attem pted to incorporate the 
additional structure of the Kelly potential into a Woods-Saxon parameterization 
by including two derivative terms in the central potential. The results of .fit to 
the elastic. (p,p ') data  using the new potential improves the phenomenological 
description of the experimental cross section and analyzing power ( \  * is reduced 
by 21%), although the strength of the derivative terms is insufficient to create the 
additional structure seen in the Kelly potentials.
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4.2 DW IA ANALYSIS OF THE \p  TRANSITIONS
The momentum distributions for 1 p proton knockout from 160  leading to final 
states in 15N were calculated according to equation (2.15). The experimental spec­
tral function was sorted into bins of width A E„, =  40 keV and Ap,„ — 5 MeY/o. 
For each missing momentum bin. the strength under the Ip peaks in the asso­
ciated missing energy spectrum was integrated. Bins for which the detection 
volume weight was less than 25% of the maximum weight were omitted from the 
momentum distribution.
DWIA fits of the momentum distributions for each of the two strong lp  states 
were performed. The bound state wave function of the orbital. on (see equation 
(2.14)), was calculated in a Woods-Saxon well with diffuseness a =  0.G5. The 
range p a ram eter"  of the bound state non-locality correction was held constant 
at 1 =  0.85. To fit the momentum distribution the rm.« radius of the wave 
function. and the spectroscopic factor S« were adjusted. The remaining
Woods-Saxon param eter, the well depth, was held constant at the value required 
to reproduce the experimentally observed separation energy of the bound final 
state. These fits were performed for each of the five optical potentials.
The final fitted DWIA results for the two strong 1 p transitions are shown in 
Figure 13. The extracted spectroscopic factors and rm.s radii for each state and 
each potential are listed in Table 4. All five potentials yield excellent fits for both 
states. The spectroscopic factors obtained from the current experiment are in 
general agreement with those of the previous 160(e,e 'p ) experiment of Bernheim 
et al.. in which spectroscopic factors of 1.18( 15) and 2.28(29) were reported for the 
lP i /2  ground state and lp.3/2 third excited state respectively. The spectroscopic 
factor for th e  lp i /2  ground state  extracted from the Saclay data is G% smaller 
than the average value of 1.25 obtained from the present analysis, while the 
extracted lp ^/2  spectroscopic factors differ only slightly (<  1% ) between the two 
experiments.
As Table 4 indicates, the consistency among the fitted param eters between 
the five potentials is excellent for the 1 /2“ ground state transition, while the
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Pin > 0 all p m
state E , potential radius S„ \ 2/d.f. radius S„ \-’/d.f.
J T MeV fm fm
1 /2 - 0.00 WS 2.918(32) 1.201(13) 0.G4 2.898(31) 1.275(18) 0.72
w s rfrf 2.928(33) 1.230( 1G) 0.70 2.90G(3G) 1.242(17) 0.77
SC 2.828(31) 1.222(11) 0.G0 2.835(30) 1.220(11) 0.57
IvelOGn 2.958(31) 1.249(18) 0.G3 2.943(30) 1.2G0(13) 0.G7
KellOOo 2.991(31) 1.221(13) 0.67 2.970(29) 1.234(1G) 0.85
3 /2 " G.32 WS 2.775(21) 2.047(14) 1.1G 2.771(20) 2.059(1G) 0.9S
w s rfrf 2.778(47) 1.980(15) 1.27 2.784(22) 1.983( 1G) 1.07
SC 2.G77(21) 2.132(14) 0.GG 2.680(19) 2.132(12) 0.G9
IvelOGn 2.727(25) 2.339(18) 0.70 2.719(24) 2.348(19) 0.72
KellOOo 2.793(23) 2.232(15) 0.77 2.805(15) 2.215(12) 0.92
T ab le  4 Spectroscopic results for lb0  proton knockout leading to the lp j / ,  '"’N 
ground state and the lp,j/> state at E r =  G.3 MeV.
spectroscopic factors for the 3 /2 “ state at Er =  G.3 MeV differ by almost 20'/f 
between the extreme values. A possible explanation of the discrepancy between 
the lp :j/2  spectroscopic factors lies in the observation that the spectroscopic rest tits 
can be roughly categorized into two groups according to the manner in which the 
optical potential was calculated. On one hand, the results from the the WS and 
WSrf<( potential, which were both derived from elastic (p,p ') data, agree to within 
a few percent. The results from the two Kelly potentials, which were derived 
explicitly from inelastic (p .p ') data, are also close to one another. The magnitude 
of the spectroscopic factor due to the Schwaudt param eterization falls between the 
first two groups. This would imply that the major discrepancy concerns results 
which were derived using optical potentials which describe elastic (p.p ') data, and 
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F ig u re  13 The momentum distribution for 1 p 1 /-_> ground state (bottom) and 
the state (top) at Er =  6.3 MeV. The curves represent DWIA fits using
three different optical potentials.
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potential N |.jo N u>so radius (fm) S0 r ’Ai.f.
WS 2.09(17) 1.98(70) 2.708(4) 2.245(17) 0.67
w s rfrf 2.38(14) 2.30(55) 2.704(2) 2.207(17) 0.69
SC 1.14(11) -0.09(56) 2.682(2) 2.196(16) 0.66
Kel9Gn 0.99(3) 2.54(71) 2.735(6) 2.299(17) 0.68
KellOOo 1.14(3) 3.67(68) 2.765(2) 2.184(16) 0.72
T ab le  5 lp  proton knockout from 1(’0 .  with adjustable spin-orl)it strengths.
Since the knockout of a proton from the lp,)/2 orbital in lb0  leaves the resid­
ual 15N nucleus in a highly excited state, there is some question as to whether 
the optical potential of the excited 15N nucleus is sufficiently similar to that of 
the ground state nuclear configuration. The variation between the present lp i /2 
spectroscopic results using different optical potentials suggests that, the (e.e'p) 
reaction is indeed very sensitive to the details of the optical potential.
A second possible source of the lp.3/2 spectroscopic factor discrepancy lies in 
the observation that the ground state lp i /2 level, for which all of the potentials 
yield spectroscopic factors in agreement with one another, and the lp :j/2 level are 
spin-orbit partners. This observation leads to the suspicion tha t the spin-orbit 
contribution to the optical potential may be the source of the discrepancies. To 
investigate this possibility we have performed a study of the sensitivity of the 
lp :J/2 momentum distribution to the spin-orbit strength of the optical potential. 
We have fit the lp  momentum distributions by adjusting rrms and S0, as above, 
and in addition we have applied an adjustable normalization factor to the real 
(N,,J0) and imaginary ( N wso) spin-orbit strengths. The results of this investiga­
tion, listed in Table 5, are revealing. The adjustment of the spin-orbit strengths 
leads to an average \* reduction of 20%. indicating a strong sensitivity to the 
spin-orbit potential. The fits to the momentum distribution using the Woods- 
Saxon potentials yielded the most significant reductions in \  * -  32%. for the WS 
potential and 36% for the WSdd potential. These fits also resulted in a conver­
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gence of the IP3/2  spectroscopic factors, which had previously differed by 2 0 %. to 
a difference of only 5%.
We note that the magnitude of the changes in the spin-orbit strengths required 
by the above analysis are disallowed by the 100 MeV ,60 (p .p ')  data, since the 
normalization factors represent changes of about 2 0  standard deviations, on the 
average, from the extracted param eters of the (p.p ') analysis listed in table 3. 
Nonetheless, the sensitivity of the (e.e'p) spectroscopic results makes it clear 
that further constraints must be identified and applied to the selection of the 
optical potential. In the absence of such constraints we are unable to determine 
the spectroscopic factor of the lp.3/2 orbital to better than a 20%' uncertainty, 
not including the statistical (0.8%) and systematic (5.5%>) uncertainties, because 
we cannot distinguish between the optical potentials based 011 the agreement of 
theoretical calculations with experimental data. For the present analysis we have 
seen that five optical potentials, each of which simultaneously describes the shapes 
of the elastic proton scattering data, the lp i /2  momentum distribution, and the 
lp.}/_) momentum distribution, give different spectroscopic results for the lp.3/2 
transition.
The lp  momentum distributions were measured in the range —180 < p,„ < 270 
MeV/c. If the spectral function is interpreted in term s of the PW IA, then the neg­
ative missing momentum data supply only redundant information. The spectral 
function in the PWIA interpretation reflects the probability of finding a proton in 
a given energy and momentum state, which must be independent of any preferred 
direction in space (with an- unpolarized target) such as the momentum transfer. 
An analysis of only the positive missing momentum data should therefore yield 
the same spectroscopic information as that of the complete missing momentum 
distribution. Table 4 lists the results of the DWIA analysis when only the positive 
missing momentum data  are considered, as well as the results for the complete p„, 
distribution. It can be seen that the agreement between the fit with all missing 
momentum data  and the fit with only positive missing momentum data is excel­
lent for all five of the optical models considered, thus confirming the validity of
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the spectral function interpretation of the momentum distribution.
Previous (e.e'p) stud ies10’28 of the I<50  and 1JC' nuclei have noted an anoma­
lous enhancement of the experimental lp  momentum distributions, relative to the 
DWIA calculation, in the region p m < 0. Both studies observed an asymmetry in 
the momentum distribution about p,„ =  0 which could not be resolved by using 
alternative descriptions of the optical potential. In the case of ' “C'le.e'p) this 
asymmetry was modeled by introducing an anomalous enhancement factor. //. to 
the transverse response function. To motivate such an approach it was noted that 
the kinematics for the negative missing momenta required a more backward elec­
tron angle, and hence a more transversely polarized virtual photon. It is precisely 
in this region tha t reaction mechanisms not included in the DWIA. such as meson 
exchange currents, are likely to contribute to the observed cross section.
The present 160(e,e 'p ) data are well described by the conventional DWIA 
treatm ent for both sides of the lp  momentum distributions, for each of the five 
optical potentials considered. The quality of the fit. as evidenced by the \* 
values listed in Table 4, does not suffer with the inclusion of the data  at p,„ < 0. 
Furthermore, the extracted values of r rmj and S„ do not depend on whether or 
not the p m < 0 da ta  is included in the fit.
Despite the lack of overt evidence for anomalous transverse behavior, we have
• ) g
performed an analysis analogous to tha t of van der Steenhoven” in order to 
determine the range of >/ values allowed by our data. The values of r a n d  
So, along with the additional param eter //, were adjusted to obtain the best 
agreement between the theoretical and experimental lp  momentum distributions. 
For the IP 3/2  sta te  an average result of 1/ =  1.04 ± 0 .15  was obtained between 
the five optical potentials, while the average value for the lpi/> ground state 
was >/ =  1.05 ±  0.17. The effect of the ;/ enhancement factor 011 the spectroscopic 
factors was less than  3% in all cases. In conclusion, the present l<>(_)(e.e 'p) data 
excludes the possibility of anomalous transverse behavior at the level reported by 
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Figure 14 Missing energy spectrum of the 160 (e ,e 'p )15N reaction for the kine­
matics centered about pm =  80 MeV/c.
4 .3  DW IA ANALYSIS OF THE W EAK TRANSITIONS
The weak positive parity states at Er =  5.3 MeV in 15N are of particular 
interest for determining the structure of 160 .  The DWIA analysis of these states 
is complicated somewhat because they are not resolved in missing energy, since 
the 30 keV separation energy between the two states is considerably less than the 
experimental resolution of 150-200 keV. However, because the two states differ 
in their angular momentum, a separation in missing momentum can easily lie 
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Figure 15 The momentum distribution for the positive parity doublet at E, 
5.3 MeV. The curves represent the DWIA fit using the IvelOGn potential.
In order to extract the rms radii and spectroscopic factors the 2sId momen­
tum  distribution was fit with an incoherent sum of 2 sj/2  and ld r>/2  momentum 
distributions. The radii and spectroscopic factors of each state were allowed to 
vary independently. The extracted spectroscopic results for these states are listed 
in Table 6 for each of the five optical potentials considered. The results due to 
the IvelOGn potential indicate a spectroscopic factor of 0.0357 ±  0.0015 for the 
2s 1/2 orbital, while the spectroscopic factor of the ld.1/2 state was found to be 
0.1140 ±  0.0032. This impressive accuracy reflects the precision of the (e.e'p) 






S i/> S5/2 \- '/d .f.
WS 3.294(93) 3.578(4) 0.0342(14) 0.0966(27) 1.81
w s rfrf 3.287(94) 3.594(4) 0.0338(14) 0.0929(26) 1 .S0
SC 3.254(66) 3.478(3) 0.0376(15) 0.1033(30) 1.40
Kel96n 3.305(37) 3.495(4) 0.0357(15) 0.1140(32) 1.80
KellOOo 3.361(138) 3.543(3) 0.0350(15) 0.1128(32) 1.75
T ab le  6 Spectroscopic factors and rm.s radii for l(i0  proton knockout leading 
to the 2 sj /2  state at E j =  5.30 and the UI5/2 state at Er =  5.27 MeV.
Tlie sensitivity of the (e.e'p) reaction to small components of the "’O wave 
function is unfortunately obscured to a certain extent by the model dependence 
introduced by the optical potentials. The lack of agreement between the spec­
troscopic factors due to the different optical potentials, previously observed for 
the lp,3/2 state at Ex =  6.3 MeV, is also present for the results of the E r =  5.3 
MeV doublet. The spectroscopic factors for the transition differ by 1 1 % 
between extreme values, and the results for the ld 5/ 2 transition differ by 23% . 
These results support our earlier conclusion that the elastic (p.p#) scattering data 
provides an insufficient constraint on the determination of the optical potential. 
The Kelly potentials yield spectroscopic results which are in excellent agreement 
with the Woods-Saxon potentials for the lp i / 2 ground state, while they have the 
added advantage tha t they are constrained by the inelastic 160 (p,p; ) scattering 
data. Therefore, we consider this potential (Kel96n) to be the best suited for the 
160 (e ,e 'p )15N analysis, especially for states at higher missing energies.
We have interpreted the population of the l / 2 + state at E., =  5.30 MeV as 
arising from proton knockout from the 2s|/_> orbital of 1(,0 .  This assumption is 
mainly due to the low separation energy for the l / 2 + state, which is less than the 
separation energy for the Ip.j/j orbital (6.3 MeV). Since proton knockout from 
the l s j /2  orbital can also contribute to the population of l / 2 + states in l5N. we
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have repeated the analysis of the positive parity doublet by replacing the 2s,/_> 
momentum distribution with a l s i /2 momentum distribution. The extracted rm.« 
radius for the I s j / , wave function was R.,i/2 =  3.49 ±  0.32. and the depth of the 
Woods-Saxon well required to reproduce the separation energy for this state was 
27 MeY. In view of the unrealistically large radius and unphysically small well 
depth extracted from this analysis, the present data indicates tha t the l / 2 + state 
at E r =  5.30 MeV is populated by knockout from the 2sj/_> orbital of "’().
Momentum distributions for a total of 10 states have been extracted from the 
spectral function in the region E„, < 25 MeV. Excitation energies and spin/parity  
assignments for these states are listed in Table 7. along with the spectroscopic 
results obtained from the DWIA analysis. The results listed in Table 7 are those 
obtained from the DWIA analysis employing the Kelly (KelOGn) potential. The 
statistical accuracy of the momentum distributions for most of the weak states 
was not sufficient for a meaningful comparison of spectroscopic results between 
the five optical potentials employed in the analysis of the first four I5N states.
The angular momentum assignments for the discrete states have been deter­
mined from the location of the peak in the missing momentum distribution. The 
peak contribution from each multipole is located at a unique missing momentum: 
at p„, =  0 M eV/c for / =  0 knockout, at about p m =  80 M eV/c for / =  1. and at 
about p„, =  120 MeV/c for 1 = 2 knockout. As we discussed above, the DWIA 
analysis of the positive parity double a t E , =  5.3 MeV was possible because the 
dominant contribution to the momentum distribution from each multipole occurs 
120 MeV/c apart from one another. The experimental missing momentum res­
olution was about 2 MeV/c for the present experiment. The data tlo not allow 
us to distinguish between the two total angular momentum states ( j = / ±  1/2). 
although it was possible to make a spin and parity assignment for each discrete 
state  from i t ’s location in the missing energy spectrum. All of the discrete states 
are sufficiently isolated in missing energy from other states with the same orbital 
angular momentum to allow for an unambiguous assignment of the / component 




. r s* radius
fm
0.00 1 /2 - 1.260(13) 2.943(30)
5.27 5/2+ 0.1140(32) 3.495(4)
5.29 1/2+ 0.0357(15) 3.305(37)
6.32 3 /2 “ 2.348(19) 2.719(24)
7.57 7/2+ 0.0023(25) 3.500
8.31 1/2+ 0.0411(28) 1.813
8.57 3/2+ 0.0210(28) 2.842(242)
9.05 1/2+ 0.0418(38) 1.813(394)
9.93 3 /2" 0.133(15) 2.863(68)
10.70 3 /2" 0.222(4) 2.700(52)
12.10 5/2+ 0.0225(18) 3.334(209)
12.92 3 /2 “ 0.0347(23) 2.728(207)
T ab le  7 Spectroscopic factors and rms radii for the discrete states observed in 
the 1<>0(e.e ,p )15N reaction. The results were extracted from the DWIA analysis 
using the Kel96n optical potential.
Three / =  0 states at Er =  5.30.8.31. and 9.05 MeV have been identified in the 
lh0 (e .e 'p ) |!’N spectral function. The strength of the E* =  5.3 MeV state has been 
determined to arise from the knockout of 2sj/2 protons, hence the nuclear overlap 
integral was replaced by a single 2s bound state wave function as indicated 
in expression (2.14). For the DWIA analysis of the other two l / 2 + states we 
have generalized the form of expression (2.14) to a coherent sum of l s i /2 and 
2 s |j 2 bound state wave functions, since in general both orbitals can contribute 
to the observed cross section. We have also performed the analysis of each state 
using pure l s j /2 and 2sj/_> contributions to the overlap integral. The results of 
the analysis of the l / 2 + states are summarized in Table S. The dependence of 
the spectroscopic factor and \"  on the amplitude of the 2sj/2 component of the 
overlap integral is illustrated in figure 16. For the 8.31 MeV state the data show
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F igure 16 Dependence of \* (left ) and the spectroscopic factor (right) on the 
am plitude of the 2 s c o m p o n e n t  of the overlap integral for the l / 2 + states at 
E.r =  8.31 MeV (top) and Er =  9.05 MeV (bottom ). The vertical dashed lines 







8.31 1.0 0.0 0.0283(20) 1.71
8.31 0.0 1.0 0.0101(10) 3.09
8.31 0.989 0.151(33) 0.0411(28) 1.20
9.05 1.0 0.0 0.0448(22) 1.53
9.05 0.0 1.0 0.0190(10) 2.42
9.05 0.999 -0.021(41) 0.0418(38) 1.51
T ab le  8  Spectroscopic factors for the l / 2 + states at Er =  8.31 MeV and 
Er =  9.05 MeV.
a preference for the l s ^  overlap, although the coherent addition of a small 2 s 1/_, 
component is seen to improve the description of the momentum distribution. For 
the 9.05 MeV state the data show a strong preference for the ls j / 2 form of the 
overlap integral. The extracted am plitude for the 2 s j /2  component is consistent 
with zero. In addition, the analysis of this state using the pure 2sj/> configuration 
leads to an unrealistically small value for the rms radius of the bound state  wave 
function (r,„M =  2.5 fm.). The results indicate tha t the dominant contribution of 
the (e.e'p) reaction leading to the Er — 9.05 MeV state arises from lsi/_> knockout.
The momentum distributions of the three states at E , =  9.93.10.70. and 12.92 
MeV are all clearly / =  1 in character. The extracted rm» radii for these states 
are all in good agreement with that of the dominant IP3/2  fragment at Er =  0.3 
MeV, although the radius of the 3 /2 "  state at E , =  9.93 MeV is slightly larger. 
This is probably due to an unresolved adm ixture of Id  strength, which causes an 
enhancement of the lp  momentum distribution at higher missing momenta. The 
results of a multipole decomposition, discussed in section 4.0. are consistent with 
this observation.
Although we are unable to distinguish between ldr^ , strength and l d ty 
strength in the 160  spectral function, we are able to exploit the low density of
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F ig u re  17 Momentum distribution for the weak / =  0 states at Er =  8.31 MeV 
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F ig u re  18 Momentum distribution for the weak I = 1 states at Er =  9.93 MeY 
and Er =  10.70 MeV.
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F ig u re  19 Momentum distribution for the weak ld 5/2 state  at Er =  12.10 MeV 
and the lp 3/2 state at Er =  12.92 MeV.
states in the 15N excitation spectrum to obtain a measurement of the ld|/_> spec­
troscopic strength. There are only two sta tes34 in the excitation energy region 
8 < E i < 9 MeV of the 15N spectrum. One, the l / 2 + state at Er = 8.31 MeV 
(E m =  20.44 MeV). has been resolved in the present experiment and its spec­
troscopic factor was extracted. The second state is a 3 /2 + located at E.r =  8.57 
MeV (Em =  20.70 MeV'). The superposition of the l / 2 + and 3 /2 + momentum 
distributions was obtained by integrating the ieO spectral function over the region 
20 < E m <  21 MeV. The spectroscopic factor and rm$ radius of the 3 /2 + state 
was obtained by fitting an incoherent sum of l s j /2 and ld 3/ 2 momentum distri­
butions to the experimental momentum distribution. The results of this fit are 
shown in Figure 20. The spectroscopic factor extracted for the l s | / 2 component 
of the momentum distribution was Si.,i/2 =  0.0274(17). and the spectroscopic 
factor for the ld 3/2 component was S,n / 2  =  0.0210(28). The ls j /2 spectroscopic 
is consistent with the value of Slsl/ 2 =  0.0283(20) obtained from the discrete 
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F ig u re  20 The momentum distribution for the region 20 < E m <  21 MeV. The 
curves represent the DWIA fit using the IvelOGn potential.
mation tha t there is no background contamination of the 20 < E,„ < 21 MeV 
momentum distribution, thereby allowing for the accurate extraction of the ld,/_, 
spectroscopic factor.
4.4 C C IA  A n a l y s i s
In the simplest model of the 160  nucleus the Is  and lp  shells are completely 
filled, while all other shells are empty. A consequence of this model is that the 
5 /2 + level at E* =  5.27 MeV cannot be excited in a single step process via 
the (e.e'p) reaction. In order to confidently extract spectroscopic factors from 
weak transitions in the ir>0 (e .e 'p ),5N reaction, the contribution to the momen­
tum  distribution due to two-step processes and coupled channels effects must be 
estimated. The observation of a significant 5 /2+ strength can only lie interpreted 
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F ig u re  21 Coupling scheme for CC'IA calculation between the two lp  states 
(left) ancl the positive parity states (right) of 15N.
In the conventional DWIA analysis of (e.e'p) data, as outlined in the previous 
sections, the distortion of the outgoing proton wave is calculated in an optical 
potential. This treatm ent of the final state interaction does not account for the 
contribution to the cross section due to coupled channels effects in the final state. 
Previous calculations28 of coupled channels effects for the 12 C'( e.e'p) reaction have 
shown that the}' can contribute appreciably to the cross section, in particular for 
parallel kinematics. We have calculated these effects for the 160 (e .e 'p ),5N reaction 
according to the prescription previously employed by Blok e.t al. *’ * where the 
absorption of the virtual photon is simulated by the proton pickup of a fictitious 
light particle, whose mass and energy are chosen to reproduce the kinematics 
of the (e.e'p) reaction. The equivalence of the cross section calculated in the 
factorized DWIA (e.e'p) approach and this simulated pickup approach has been 
demonstrated.
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Coupled channels impulse approximation (CC'IA) calculations were performed 
for the lfiO(e.e'p) reaction according to the coupling scheme illustrated in Figure 
21. The coupling strength between the two lp  states ( i> =  0.177) was obtained 
from a previous analysis of the 15N(p.p') reaction'10 Similar coupling strengths 
for the positive parity doublet at E r =  5.3 MeV in ir,N. extracted from inelastic 
(p.p ') data, were not available in the literature. In an previous analysis of the 
ir>0 ( d . ,He)15N reaction by Firestone et a l where coupled channels effects were 
also considered, it was reported that to a good approximation the 5 /2 + state 
at E r =  5.27 MeV in 15N can be regarded as a lp j /2  hole coupled to the 3~ 
vibration at Er =  G.l MeV in 160 .  Likewise, the l / 2 + state at Er =  5.29 MeV 
can be considered as a lp i /2  hole coupled to the 1“ vibration at Er = 7.1 MeV 
in 1(,0 .  Based on these weak coupling model considerations we derived the cou­
pling strengths for the 1!5N positive parity states from available inelastic |(>0 ( p .p ') 
scattering data to the 3" and 1" states of lbO. The strength derived for the 
coujding between the ground state and the 2s,/j state at Er =  5.29 MeV was 
iii =  0.0208. and the strength for the coupling to the ldjpj state was i\ =  0.275.
The contribution to the lp.j/2  momentum distribution due to the direct and 
indirect reaction processes is shown in Figure 22. along with the coupled channels 
result. The coupled channels result is barely distinguishable from the direct term, 
the only difference being a slight relative asymmetry. The pure indirect contribu­
tion to the lp.}/.) cross section is seen to be more than three orders of magnitude 
weaker than the direct contribution at the maximum of the lp  momentum distri­
bution.
The analysis of the 15N discrete states, including coupled channels effects, 
is distinct from that of the uncoupled states in the following manner: The rins 
radius of the bound state wave functions and the spectroscopic factors S„ for all 
coupled states are adjusted simultaneously to obtain the best fit of the experimen­
tal momentum distributions. The effects of the CC'IA analysis on the nns  radii 
and spectroscopic factors for each state are listed in Table 9. The effect of the 
channel coupling on the rms radius of each state was found to be minimal (2.7%
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Figure 22 Results of the CC’IA calculation for the lp i /2  ground state (left) and 
lpi/_> state (right) at Er =  6.3 MeV.
for the lp i / j  ground state and 0.5% for the lp :$/ 2 state), while the modification 
to the spectroscopic factors was more significant. For each lp  orbital the spec­
troscopic factor was reduced -  7.4% for the lp i /2  orbital and 4.8%i for the lp :j/_* 
orbital - relative to the DWIA results. For the lp i /2  orbital a spectroscopic factor 
of 1.17 is found, while the spectroscopic factor of the lp.3/2  orbital including cou­
pled channels effects is 2.24. We note that the corrected lp.3/2 spectroscopic factor 
(for the Kel96n potential) is closer to the earlier value obtained by Bernheim.,n al­
though their analysis did not include a consideration of coupled channels effects. 
Although the coupled channels analysis does not alter our impression of these 
states as arising mainly from direct single-step processes, we conclude that the 
presence of channel coupling is not negligible and must therefore be considered in 
order to extract reliable spectroscopic results for the (e .e 'p ) reaction.
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F ig u re  23 Results of the CC'IA calculation for the lclr, /2  state at Er =  5.27 
MeV (left) and the 2sj/2 state at Er =  5.30 MeV (right).
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F ig u re  24 Ratio of coupled channels calculation to direct knockout calcula­
tion for the 2s1/_) and ld 5/ j  transition in ,5N (left). On the right the fractional 
contribution to the total momentum distribution from each transition is shown.
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Er state raclius s„
MeV J T % %
0.00 1 /2 - 2.7 -7.4 1.1G7
5.27 5/2+ -2.1 14.5 0.130
5.30 1/2-*- 0.8 0.1 0.03G
G.32 3 /2" 0.5 -4.8 2.235
T ab le  9 Modifications of the spectroscopic results for the ground state and 
first three excited states of 15N due to coupled channels effects in the l,’0 (e .e 'p )1)N 
reaction. The last column lists the final spectroscopic results, including coupled 
channels effects, extracted with the IvelOGn optical potential.
The results of the CC’IA calculation for the 2sj/2 and ld 5/ 2 transitions are 
shown in Figure 23. Due to the weak coupling strength between the lp i /2 and 
the 2s!/■> state the coupled channels calculation is barely distinguishable from the 
direct knockout calculation. The pure two-step process is also seen to  be extrrtnelv 
weak, amounting to only about 1 part in 10* of the direct knockout term. The 
indirect contribution to the ld 5/2 momentum distribution is much stronger than 
tha t for the 2sj/2 momentum distribution, but it still only amounts to about V/i of 
the overall cross section. As was the case for the lp  states, the limited effect due to 
coupled channels processes allows us to retain our interpretation of the strength in 
the (2si/2-ld5/2) doublet as arising from direct knockout processes. Furthermore, 
the lack of a strong indirect knockout contribution to the cross section for these 
positive parity states confirms our interpretation of their strength as arising from 
proton occupancy of the 2 s ld  shell in 160 .
Since the 160  1~ state at E r =  7.1 MeV is only weakly excited, relative to 
the 3“ state at E , =  G.l MeV. in 100 MeV proton scattering, one would expect 
tha t the corresponding effect of the lp i /2  - s i/ j  coupling in * ’N to be weak. 
This observation is born out in the present analysis, where the coupled channels 
calculation yields a negligible change to the rms radius and spectroscopic strength 
of the 2sj/2 state. The coupled channels analysis indicates a much larger effect
-  almost 15% in the spectroscopic factor -  for the ldr,^  state. The effect of the 
coupled channels calculation 011 the rms radius and spectroscopic factors for the 
two positive parity states is listed in Table 9.
I11 addition to the weakness of the colliding strengths between the elastic and 
positive parity states of 15N. the coupled channels effects are largely obscured 
by the incoherent contribution of stronger direct knockout processes. Figure 24 
shows the ratio  of coupled to direct knockout strengths for the two positive parity 
states at Er =  5.3 MeV in 15N. The channel coupling produces its maximal effect 
at p m =  0 MeV for the ld^/j state, which is precisely where the 2s]/_> direct 
knockout strength dominates the momentum distribution. Likewise, the channel 
coupling for the 2s1/_> state produces its maximal effect at missing momenta of 
±120 MeV/c. which are the regions where the ld.5/2 direct knockout strength 
is at a maximum. As a result of this fortuitous occurrence, coupled channels 
effects are obscured for the most part, thus allowing for the reliable extraction of 
spectroscopic results for these two states from the more straightforward one-step 
DWIA analysis.
The weak coupling model is often employed in the description of nucleon 
knockout' and stripping39 reactions, although ideally the coupling strengths 
should be determined by the inelastic scattering data from the daughter nucleus. 
In the absence of inelastic proton scattering data for the positive parity states 
of lr>N, we have derived the coupling strengths for the (2st/ j .ld r, / j ) states of |r,N 
from the available inelastic (p,p ') scattering data  leading to the 1" and 3“ states 
of 1(,0 .  Although this is a commonly accepted procedure, it is still of interest 
to determine the sensitivity of the extracted (e,e'p) spectroscopic results to the 
coupling strengths. If the dependence is weak then the source of the coupling 
strength is irrelevant from a practical point of view, but if the dependence is 
strong then the weak coupling approach must be carefully scrutinized.
In order to determine the sensitivity of the (2s!/_,,ld5/_>) spectroscopic results 
on the coupling strengths we have repeated the coupled channels analysis several 
times using different coupling strengths. The results of this investigation are
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F ig u re  25 Dependence of the (2si^2*lc^ 5/2) spectroscopic results on the channel 
coupling strengths ji. The horizontal axis units are defined relative to the nominal 
/) values listed in the text, and the vertical axis units are defined relative to the 
DWIA results with no channel couplings ( i  =  0).
shown in figure 25. The coupling strengths ,i\ and /}j were both scaled bv a 
single common factor for each analysis. The solid line in each frame is a 2'", order 
polynomial interpolation of the analysis results, and the dashed lines intersect at 
the results of the DWIA analysis with no channel couplings (/i =  0). It can be seen 
that the spectroscopic results are all smoothly varying functions of the coupling 
strengths, and tha t the behavior of each curve in the vicinity of the nominal 1 
value is nearly linear. A doubling of the 1 values derived from the weak coupling 
model results in an increase of 11% for the ld.5/2 spectroscopic factor, and 3% 
for the 2s 1/2 spectroscopic factor. Although these differences are not negligible 
compared to the precision of the present (e.e'p) results, they are rather modest 
considering the drastic change in the /i param eters required to produce them. 
From the results of this investigation we conclude tha t the low level of sensitivity 
displayed by the extracted spectroscopic factors does not warrant concern over 
the validity of the weak coupling model.
4 . 5  T h e  S e a r c h  f o r  7 / 2 +  S t r e n g t h
In the weak coupling model the 3~ state in 160  can couple to a lp i /2  hole 
to form either a 5 /2 + or a 7 /2+ state. The CC'IA results pertaining to the 
5 /2 + have already been discussed, but 110 discrete 7 /2 + state was observed in the 
present 160( e.e'p )15N spectral function, although such states have been observed 
in pickup reactions4 0 1  ‘ which measure the spectroscopic factors of single particle 
orbitals in 10O. In a  (d,*He) study of the 160  spectral function by Firestone et. 
a l a 7/2+ state was observed at Ex = 7.57 MeV. Since the (d ,'H e) interaction 
is predominately sensitive to the nuclear surface, it is no surprise tha t a state with 
high angular momentum such as the 7 /2 + (/ =  4) state would appear strongly in 
the (d,3He) reaction, relative to the (e.e'p) spectrum. The spectroscopic factor 
deduced from their analysis, assuming a direct knockout from the lg 7/_, orbital, 
was 0.45. Noting tha t an occupation this large was not realistic, they attributed 
the strength to a strong two-step process. In order to have full confidence in the 
CC’IA analysis of the (e.e'p) results, it is necessary to reconcile the observance of
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5 /2 + strength and the nonobsevvance of 7 /2+ strength in the spectral function of 
lfiO.
The momentum distribution for the 7 /2+ state Ex =  7.57 MeV. shown in 
Figure 20. was obtained by integrating the l60  spectral function over the missing 
energy region 19 < E,„ <  20 MeV. This missing energy region contains only 
three states: a 5 /2 + at E,„ =  19.29 MeV. a  3 /2 + at Em =  19.43 MeV. and the 
7 /2+ state at E,„ =  19.70 MeV (Ej- =  7.57 MeV). The momentum distribution 
is predominantly / =  2  in nature, and a DWIA analysis employing an incoherent 
sum of ld.5/2 and lg j/ j  momentum distributions yielded an upper limit for the 
lg r /2  spectroscopic factor of Sy; /2  < 0.0048.
We have calculated the momentum distribution for the two-step process lead­
ing to the 7 /2+ state in 15N according to the coupling scheme presented in Fig­
ure 21. The best fit of the experimental momentum distribution can be ob­
tained with an incoherent sum of the ld 5/2  momentum distribution (Sm /-, = 
0.0431 ±  0.0029) and the two-step lg j /  > momentum distribution normalized by a 
factor of 1.083 ±0.058. The magnitude of the (e.e'p) two-step process is sufficient 
to explain the spectroscopic strength of the transition leading to the 7 /2 + state 
at Er = 7.57 MeV.
4 . 6  MULTIPOLE d e c o m p o s i t i o n  o f  t h e  c o n t i n u u m
Although no discrete transitions are apparent above Em =  25 MeV (E r =  13 
MeV) there still exists a sizable am ount of strength in the 1S0  spectral function. 
This is due to proton knockout from ,60  leading to highly excited, but unresolved, 
final states in ,5N. Although this strength cannot be resolved into individual 
peaks according to missing energy, it can be separated according to its missing 
momentum dependence in a manner analogous to the analysis of the (2 s i/_»-1<I'-./j ) 
doublet at Ex =  5.3 MeV.
We have performed a multipole decomposition of the ,60(e.e'p)* ’N spectro­
scopic strength by dividing the experimental spectral function into missing energy 
bins of 1 MeV width. Three DWIA momentum distributions were calculated for
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F ig u re  26 The momentum distribution for the region 19 < E m < 20 MeV. 
The curves in the top figure represent a DWIA fit assuming direct knockout from 
the lg 7/_> orbital of 160 . In the bottom  figure the results of a DWIA+C'CIA fit 
assuming a two-step knockout are shown.
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every missing energy interval, one for each angular momentum transfer between 
/ =  0 and I =  2. The data  were not sensitive enough to distinguish between the 
spin-orbit partners {j =  I ±  1/2) for any of the angular momentum multipoles. 
For the / =  0 transfer we used a pure I s o v e r l a p  for missing energy bins above 
E,„ =  20 MeV. and a pure 2s1/_, overlap for bins below Em =  20 MeV. This 
approach was motivated from the results of the discrete state analysis, which in­
dicated that all of the l / 2 + strength above E,„ = 17.43 MeV is predominantly 
ls j / j  in nature. We were unable to consider coherent interference between l s t/ 2 
and 2s,/2 amplitudes for any of the Em > 20 MeV bins because contributions 
from I = 1 and / =  2 multipoles obscured the high missing momentum shape of 
the / =  0 momentum distributions. The rm> radii of the bound state  wave func­
tions were held constant at the values obtained from the discrete sta te  analysis: 
r ,m., =  1.80 fm. for the / =  0 bound state, 2.74 fin. for / =  1. and 3.50 fin. for 
/ =  2. The calculation of each bound state wave function was further constrained 
by selecting the depth of the Woods-Saxon well to reproduce the experimentally 
observed separation energy for the bin. Each continuum momentum distribution 
was fit with an incoherent sum of the three DWIA momentum distributions
2
p(l>m ) = H  afpi(pm ) (4.1)
l=o
W here the am plitude a, is the square root of the spectroscopic factor. The am­
plitudes «/. rather than the spectroscopic factors, were fit in order to insure that 
the final fitted spectroscopic factors were all positive.
The results of the multipole decomposition are shown in Figure 27. and the 
numerical results are tabulated in appendix C'. The histograms indicate the re­
sults of the multipole decomposition for each of the three multipoles. and the 
da ta  points indicate the spectroscopic factors obtained from the discrete state 
analysis. The spectroscopic factors from the multipole decomposition are in ex­
cellent agreement with those obtained from the discrete sta te  analysis for intervals 
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F ig u re  27 Multipale decomposition of the ">0(e .e ,p )1’N spectral function. The 
darkened circles represent the values of the spectroscopic factors extracted from 
the discrete state analysis.
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Most of the Ip  strength, totaling about 60% of the IPSM sum rule limit, is 
concentrated in the two states at E,„ =  12.1 MeV (the lp i /2  ground state) and 
E,n =  18.4 MeV ( lp.3/2 )* while an additional 12% resides in lp .j/j fragments at 
missing energies greater than 19 MeV. The lp  strength integrated out to Em =  40 
MeV accounts for only 72%’ (4.296 ±  0.024 protons) of the IPSM limit.
The 1 = 0 spectrum confirms the presence of at least three discrete transitions, 
each of which was identified and discussed earlier. In addition to these three 
discrete transitions below Em =  22 MeV, there is also a broad continuum of / =  0 
strength with a threshold at, about E m =  25 MeV. which extends to the limit 
of the experimental missing energy acceptance at E„, =  40 MeV. The summed 
I = 0 spectroscopic strength measured in the present experiment is 0.909 ±  0.020. 
The ma jority of this strength is consistent with knockout from the 1 s (y_» orbital, 
as evidenced by the small rms radii of the bound state wave functions extracted 
from the analysis of the discrete states above Er =  8 MeV. Evidence of proton 
knockout from the 2s^_, orbital is found only in the E* =  5.30 MeV state, for 
which a  spectroscopic factor of 8 2 , 1/2 =  0.0357 ±  0.015 was extracted.
I11 a recent study of the 160 (e .e 'p )15N reaction at Saclay!*1'1'  where the 
missing energy spectrum was measured out to 100 MeV. the data  exhibit a broad 
peak in the region 25 MeV <  E m < 65 MeV which is roughly symmetric about its 
central value of E,„ =  45 MeV. Since Em =  40 MeV falls just below the maximum 
of the peak in the Saclav missing energy spectrum, the data  suggest that slightly 
less than one half of the ls j /2  strength resides at Em < 40 MeV. On the basis 
of this comparison it appears that the summed spectroscopic factor of the ls j /  , 
orbital, extrapolated from the results of the present experiment, is close to the 
IPSM limit of 2.
It is interesting to note that the onset of the broad / =  0 response at E,„ =  25 
MeV corresponds roughly to the threshold for two nucleon knockout at E,„ =  22.2 
MeV. It is not well understood how the presence of this additional reaction channel 
affects the interpretation of the spectroscopic results as occupation probabilities.
Approximately one half of the 1 = 2 strength found in the present 160  spectral
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F ig u re  28 Missing energy spectrum from the 160(e.e ,p )15N measurement at 
Saclay. The missing momentum is held constant at -60 MeV/c.
function resides in the 5 /2+ state at Em =  17.40 MeV, while the rest resides in 
fragments extending out to a missing energy of 37 MeV. Although the analysis 
of the 20 < E m < 2 1  MeV momentum distribution, discussed in the previous 
section, confirms the presence of at least one 3 /2 + state in the 1(iO spectral 
function, we are otherwise unable to distinguish between knockout from the ld;i/_< 
orbital and the ld 5/2  orbital. For the multipole analysis we have assumed that 
all / =  2 strength arises from ld^/o proton knockout. The summed spectroscopic 
strength of the ldr,/_> orbital, measured out to E,„ =  40 MeV. is found to be 
Srf5/.» =  0.233 ±  0.017.
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There was no evidence found in the present l60  spectral function for the 
occupation of the lf7/> (/ =  3) or lg - /2 (/ =  4) orbitals. A multipole analysis 
of the continuum with these two multipoles included confirmed this result, as 
there was no statistically significant improvement in the quality of the fit (in 
terms of \" )  with these multipole included, and the strengths of the three lower 
multipolarities were not affected.
Since the spectroscopic strengths are statistically correlated in such an anal­
ysis. it is likely that strength is “borrowed” between adjacent multipolarities, 
particularly in missing energy intervals where there is 110 dominant multipole 
contributing to the observed strength. This unfortunate circumstance imposes 
a limit to the validity of the multipole decomposition technique. The tendency 
for the spectroscopic factors obtained from the multipole decomposition to be a 
few percent lower than those obtained from the discrete state analysis provides a 
measure of this limitation.
The effect of the spreading of multipole strength between adjacent multipoles 
can be quite im portant in missing energy regions containing only weak transitions. 
This is particularly evident in the missing energy region 20 < E„, < 21 MeY. 
The analysis of this region was discussed in section 4.3, where it was determined 
that the momentum distribution is well described by an incoherent sum of ls|/_, 
and ld ;{/2  momentum distributions. For the present multipole decomposition 
analysis, however, in which a / =  1 ( lp 3/.>) contribution is also included, it is 
seen that the extracted spectroscopic factor for the / =  1 component. =
0.033 ±  0.004. is larger than  either the l s j /2 ( =  0.018 ±  0.002) or ld.i/j 
(Sirf3/2  =  0.014±0.003) spectroscopic factors. The reduction of the spectroscopic 
factors extracted from the multipole decomposition, relative to those extracted 
from the analysis of section 4.4. is 33% for the / =  0 transition and 34% for the 
I =  2 transition.
On the basis of the multipole decomposition we have determined that the 
total spectroscopic strength for 1C0  summed up to a missing energy of E,„ =  40 
MeV is 5.42 ±  0.04. An extrapolation of this sum out to a missing energy of
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E m =  Go MeV on the basis of a comparison of our missing energy spectrum to 
that of the Saclav measurement yields a total spectroscopic strength of only 80% 
of the IPSM limit for "’O. This suggests that the remaining 20%' of the proton 
spectroscopic strength resides at separation energies beyond G5 MeY. The lack of 
observed strength gives us an indirect measure of the number of protons in ”'() 
engaged in nucleon-nucleon correlations.
4 . 7  C o m p a r i s o n  w i t h  O t h e r  E x p e r i m e n t s
Several studies have been performed on the 1(i0  nucleus with the objective of 
measuring the spectroscopic strengths of transitions leading to the discrete final 
of 15N. Prior to the 160 (e ,e 'p )ir>N experiment of Bernheim et a./..111 published in 
1982. all of these studies involved hadronic pickup reactions. A representative 
sample of results from these experiments is presented in Table 10. along with the 
results from the (e.e'p) experiments. Neutron pickup reactions have also been 
included for comparison, since the low-lying states of the 15N spectrum are all 
present in the m irror ,r,0  nucleus as well.
The differences among the extracted spectroscopic factors between the various 
hadron-induced reactions are seen to be very large for each of the four *r,N levels 
tabulated. For the (d .’He) reaction the spectroscopic factors for the 1 p states 
exceed the IPSM limit in some cases. In view of these unphvsical results, it is not 
possible to associate realistic occupation numbers with the spectroscopic factors 
deduced from hadronic interactions. The large differences between the results 
deduced from the various nucleon stripping and pickup reactions is a reflection 
on the model dependence of the description of the nucleon-nucleon interaction 
employed m the analysis.
The results of a complementary study of the (e.e'p) and (d .’He) reactions 
by K ram er' indicate that the model dependence of the (d .’He) reaction can be 
reduced, and that the spectroscopic results of the (d .’He) and (e.e'p) reaction 
can be brought into agreement with one another. Spectroscopic factors from 
















(p.d) 1.80 0.11 0.02 2.GO Snelgrove4"
(d .’He) 2.G0 0.2G 0.0G 5.GO Firestone
(d.'H e) 2.30 0.31 0.038 3.G4 H iebert44
(d .’He) 2.18 0.1G 0.10 3.32 Hartwig44
(d .t) 1.50 0.043 0.027 3.10 P urser40
( ’H e.o) 1.00 0.58 0.22 2.11 Bolme46
(e.e'p) 1.18 — — 2.24 Bernheiin1,1
(e.e'p) 1.26(1) 0.114(3) 0.036(2) 2.38(2) present results
T ab le  10 Spectroscopic factors for the first four levels in ir,N from various 
knockout and pickup reactions.
ranging from 160  (using the results of the present analysis) to -,08P1>. On an 
average, the spectroscopic factors extracted from the (d .’He) analyses were found 
to he a factor of 2 greater that the corresponding (e.e'p) results. The (d .’He) 
data were then reanalyzed using the BSWF param eters deduced from the (e.e'p) 
DWIA analysis of the same nucleus. The resulting spectroscopic factors were 
reported to deviate from the (e,e'p) spectroscopic factor by an average of only 
1%. with a spread of 25%.
4 . 8  D i s c u s s i o n  o f  R e s u l t s
In this chapter we have presented the results of our analysis of the " '() spec­
tral function. Of particular interest is the depletion of the summed spectroscopic 
strength for orbitals below the fermi level, relative to the IPSM limit, and the 
nonzero spectroscopic strength for orbitals above the fermi level. The spectro­
scopic strength of the orbitals above the fermi level is found to be insufficient to
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account for the depletion of the orbitals below the fermi level. In order to draw 
physically significant conclusions from these results, however, the validity of the 
underlying assumptions of the analysis must be considered.
The quasielastic (e.e'p) reaction was utilized due to its relative model inde­
pendence. as compared to hadron-induced reactions. Three implicit assumptions 
are made in deriving the final expression for the (e.e'p) cross section: the Born 
approximation, the quasielastic assumption, and the impulse approximation. The 
Born (single photon exchange) approximation is easily justified due to the weak­
ness of the electromagnetic interaction. The probability for multiple photon ex­
changes is well known from quantum  electrodynamics to decrease by a factor of 
the fine structure constant for each additional photon exchange. Evidence which 
supports the quasielastic assumption is observed in the systematica of inclusive 
electron scattering spectra for all nuclei.12 in which a peak centered about elastic 
electron-proton scattering kinematics is observed.
The impulse approximation, in which the coupling of a bound nucleon to the 
virtual photon is assumed to lie the same as the coupling of free nucleon, is the 
subject of considerable debate. Longitudinal-Transverse separations of the in­
clusive (e.e') quasielastic cross section4*’48 indicate deviations from the impulse 
approximation picture. In particular, the Coulomb sum rule is depleted by ap­
proximately 40%. and the ratio of the longitudinal/transverse response functions 
is smaller than expected. Several models have been proposed to explain these 
discrepancies, involving for instance medium modifications of nucleon properties 
such as swelling49 and six-quark bags?0 although none have been successful.
The apparent breakdown of the impulse approximation indicates the pres­
ence of a  reaction mechanism other than one-bodv knockout in the quasielastic 
region. Experimental evidence for additional reaction channels has been obtained 
from two recent experiments at the Bates-MIT linear accelerator. Ulmer ft. al. 'X 
performed a  separation of the longitudinal and transverse response functions for 
the quasielastic *"C(e.e'p) reaction. Both response functions exhibit peaks repre­
senting knockout from the lp  and Is shells. The longitudinal response function
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vanishes at a missing energy Em =  48 MeV, while the transverse response func­
tion exhibits a significant strength all the way out to the experimental limit of 
Em =  65 MeV. The additional transverse strength is remains unexplained in terms 
of single-particle knockout mechanisms.
A measurement of the UC(e.e'p) reaction “ in the intermediate region between 
the quasielastic and delta peaks, known as the “dip" region, provides additional 
evidence for the breakdown of the impulse approximation. The missing energy 
spectrum  contains the familiar features of lp  and Is knockout, and beyond the 
Is peak there exists a level continuum of knockout strength extending to the ex­
perimental limit of E m =  150 MeV. The existence of the coincidence knockout 
strength in a kinematical region beyond the quasielastic peak suggests the pres­
ence of multinucleon knockout mechanisms. In addition, the high missing energy
continuum cannot be explained by single nucleon knockout mechanisms. A cal- 
. 53dilation by Takaki shows tha t at least three-nucleon knockout mechanisms are 
required to populate the missing energy regions beyond E,„ =  GO MeV.
There exists much experimental evidence which suggests the breakdown of 
the impulse approximation. The exact nature of the breakdown has not been 
specified experimentally, nor have the currently measured deviations from the 
impulse approximation predictions been explained theoretically. A breakdown 
of the impulse approximation will affect the electron-proton cross section rrf ,,. 
and therefore change the normalization of the experimental spectral functions 
extracted from (e.e'p) measurements. It is therefore of considerable interest to 
determine the exact nature of the breakdown so that it can be incorporated into 
the model description of coincidence reactions. In 1989 the first measurement of 
the triple coincidence (e.e'pp) reaction was performed at NIKHEF by a collab­
oration which included the UNH nuclear physics group. This measurement was 
the first of a developing program, to be continued in the near future at C'EBAF 
and Bates-MIT (with the C’LAS and BLAST detectors, respectively), aimed at 
defining the reaction mechanism more exclusively so that progress can be made 
in this im portant area.
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5. Conclusions
We have measured the quasielastic l60( e.e'p) reaction in order to determine 
the distribution of spectroscopic strength in 10O. The 1(,0  spectral function was 
measured in parallel kinematics over an extended region of missing energy and 
missing momentum. The total kinetic energy in the center of mass of the final 
hadronic system was kept constant, thereby insuring that effects due to proton 
distortions remained the same for all kinematics. The utilization of this kinemati- 
cal arrangement allowed us to extract an experimental spectral function free from 
contributions due to unknown variations of the final state interaction across the 
(E,„.p,„) spectrum.
The distortions of the outgoing proton wave functions were calculated in 
five different optical potentials. The optical potentials were derived from three 
sources; two were derived from fits to elastic 160 (p.p ') scattering data at an inci­
dent energy of 100 MeV in the lab. two were derived from fits to inelastic 1(>0( p .p ') 
data at the same energy using the LDA calculations of Kelly, and the fifth optical 
potential was calculated from the global energy dependent param eterization due 
to Schwandt.
The DWIA analysis of the lp  states utilizing the five optical potentials yielded 
spectroscopic results which were in excellent agreement with one another for the 
ground state lp j /2  transition at E,„ =  12.1 MeV. The spectroscopic factor of 
this state was determined to be 1.17 ±  0.07 (including statistical and systematic 
uncertainty), corresponding to 63% of the IPSM limit. The same consistency 
was not observed among the spectroscopic results for proton knockout leading to 
the 3 /2 "  state at Em =  18.4 MeV. For this transition the spectroscopic factors 
differed by almost 20%' between the extreme values. The lowest values for the' 
lp i /2  spectroscopic factor were obtained from the DWIA analysis using optical 
potentials derived from elastic (p.p ') scattering data, while the highest values 
were obtained with optical potentials derived from inelastic (p.p') scattering data. 
Since all five optical potentials give excellent descriptions of the shape of both lp  
momentum distributions, including the negative missing momentum regions, we
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have ruled out the possibility that the differences arise from an anomalous effect 
not contained within the description of the DWIA. Rather, we are convinced that 
the effect arises from an ambiguity in the description of the final state interaction 
itself.
Special emphasis was placed on the determ ination of spectroscopic factors 
for the low-lying positive parity states of ir>N. In particular, knockout strength 
leading to the positive parity ( l / 2 + .5 /2 + ) doublet at ET = 5.3 MeY reflects 
the presence of multinucleon correlations leading to the partial occupancy of the 
2 slf/ shell in "’O. The results of the DWIA analysis, including coupled channels 
effects, indicate a spectroscopic factor of 0.0357 ±0.0020 for the 2s]/_, orbital, and 
0.1305±0.0072 for the ld.15/2 orbital. The absolute uncertainty in the spectroscopic 
factor of these orbitals, amounting to only 7 parts in 1000, provides an impressive 
indication of the accuracy of the (e.e;p) reaction as a spectroscopic tool.
A measurement of the spectroscopic factor leading to the 3 /2 + state at E, = 
8.57 MeY was possible despite the fact that the state was not resolved in miss­
ing energy. An angular momentum decomposition of the missing energy region 
surrounding this well isolated state yielded a spectroscopic strength of S,/.)/_. =
0.0210(28). An upper limit of Sy-;/> < 0.0048 was established for the spectroscopic 
factor of the 7 /2+ state at Er =  7.57 MeY. A calculation of the two-step process 
leading to this state was consistent with the m agnitude of this strength however, 
so we are unable to interpret it as arising from an occupation of the lg 7/j  orbital 
in ,fiO.
Coupled channels calculations were performed for the 10O (e.e 'p)ir>N reaction 
leading to the ground state of 15N. as well as for the first three excited states. The 
inclusion of coupled channels effects did not significantly alter the spectroscopic 
results relative to the direct knockout results for any of these states. For the lp  
states, the channel coupling interferes constructively with both states, leading to 
reductions in the spectroscopic factor of 7.4% for the lp j / j  ground state and 4.G'/< 
for the lpj/_> state at Em =  18.4 MeY. The coupled channels calculations induce 
only minimal (<  3%') changes in the rms radii of these states. The coupled chan­
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nels calculations for the ( l /2 + .5 /2 + ) doublet at ET =  5.3 MeV were performed 
rising a prescription based on the weak coupling model for the coupling between 
the ground state and the positive parity states. The results of this analysis indi­
cate a modest (15%) enhancement of the spectroscopic factor of the ldr,/> state, 
while all of the other adjustable spectroscopic param eters incurred only slight 
(less than 2%) changes.
A multipole decomposition of the missing energy region 10 < E m < 40 MeY 
was performed using angular momentum multipoles / =  0 through I = 2. The 
spectroscopic results from the multipole decomposition were found to be in ex­
cellent agreement with those from the discrete state analysis. A slight (<  3.0% ) 
systematic reduction of the spectroscopic factors obtained from the multipole 
decomposition relative to those obtained from the discrete state analysis was ob­
served. This reduction arises from the fact that spectroscopic strengths of the 
multipoles are all positively correlated with one another, which leads to a slight 
spurious spreading of strength among the multipoles.
Momentum distributions for a total of 10 discrete states were extracted from 
the lhO spectral function. The DWIA analysis of these states yielded spectro­
scopic factors as small as S„ =  0.0225. reflecting the impressive sensitivity of the 
(e .e 'p ) reaction as a probe of single nucleon wave functions. For the missing energy 
region 10 < E m < 40 MeV only 08%'±5.5% of the total IPSM strength is observed 
in the l(,0  spectral function. The depletion of strength is most pronounced in the 
Ip  shell, where only 72%> of the IPSM limit is observed. A comparison of the 
continuum Is  strength observed in the present experiment to that observed in a 
recent experiment a t Saclay indicates a summed spectroscopic strength close to 
the IPSM-limit, of 2 for the l s ^ ,  orbital.
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Least Squares Fitting Techniques
la  this section we discuss the various methods used to model experimental 
data in the present (e.e'p) analysis. The notation of Press ’4 et. al. is followed as 
closely as possible for the discussion of conventional general least-squares fitting. 
For a more detailed discussion concerning these methods one should consult chap­
ters 10 and 14 of Numerical Recipes, the Art o f Scientific Computing. In addition 
to the discussion of conventional least-squares fitting methods, we also discuss a 
new. fully generalized, multi-parameter nonlinear least-squares fitting procedure 
developed and implemented at UNH.
Traditional fitting procedures are designed to describe a set of experimental 
data points with a model which relates the dependent and independent variables 
of a function, and which depends upon a set of adjustable param eters. One then 
attem pts to adjust these param eters to achieve maximal agreement between the 
model function and the experimental data, via the minimization of a prescribed 
figure-of-merit function. Throughout the present analysis we have used \~ as a 
figure-of-merit function:
E (  f j i  -  i/( •«*,: a ) ^  ’ ,  , , , , ,[ ------------------ 1 a  =  (fli.O)........ am} (Al)
,=i V '
where (.r,. «/,) i = l , . . . , j V  are the experimentally observed set of data points 
(independent and dependent variables, respectively). <7j is the uncertainty in the 
measurement, and y{.r ;a)  is the model function which depends on param eters a.
Depending on the type of model function, and the relation of the adjustable 
param eters to the model function, the task of minimizing the figure-of-merit func­
tion may be quite trivial or very difficult. In the case of the general linear least 
squares fit the model function is generated as a linear combination of a set of
basis functions:
M
y( t-:a) =  ]T  a*A'*(.r) (A2)
A = 1
where the adjustable param eters ai- are simply expansion coefficients, and the 
A’a(.i') are the basis functions. In this case the basis functions themselves me 
not explicitly dependent on the adjustable param eters. To minimize \-' for the 
general linear least-squared system the derivative of \ 2 with respect to each of 
the adjustable param eters must equal zero. The set of these derivative equa­
tions. known as the normal equations of the least-squares problem (one for each 
param eter), are given by:
.V M
H  —  [y, -  «/-Y>( J-,-)] A'*(.r;) =  0 k = 1 . . .  M
i=l a ' j=l
(A3)
In m atrix form, this equation can be rewritten as
M
X! Okjdj = h  (A4)
7 =  1
_ -V> (-r») A *-( -r») j _ V' W-Y*(.rj) , , .,«*> =  2 -  ------------------    h  =  2 -  ---------- ----------—  ( A.j )
i=i i=l
This set of coupled equations can easily be solved using a number of conventional 
m atrix inversion techniques.
W hen the model function is nonlinearly dependent on the adjustable param ­
eters, an iterative procedure must be used to minimize \  2. A taylor expansion of 
\* about a coordinate a  in the param eter space is given by
Aj f j
r = \ 2(a) b  =  — V7 \ 2j A u =  t  ^ j (AS)
'« <J.Vt (J.Vj | T,-„,
r)*nj
The gradient of \ 1 is then given by
V \ “ =  A • x — b (A9)
At the \ 1 minimum the gradient will vanish and the relation
A • X|mil =  b  (A10)
will be obeyed. Combining equations ( A 9) and ( A 10) we obtain a prescription 
for taking a step in the param eter space
6x  = xm„, -  x = A -1 • [-  V \ ‘(x)] (Al l )
Equation ( A 11) provides the exact solution in the limit where equation ( A T )  
is exact. As the vector x gets closer to  the minimum of \ “. located at x,„,H. the 
higher order contributions to the taylor expansion become increasingly small. In 
m atrix form, equation ( A l l )  can be rew ritten in a m anner analogous to equation 
( A 4).
M
52 G k j f i r j  = ik (A12)
j = l
where the derivatives can be calculated from equation ( A 1).
_ 2 f  =  i ...... .1/ ,A 13|
2 dak i=1 <jr dak
=  1 f lV  _ v  JL
° kj 2 dokdaj (=| v;
dy{.vi\ a)dy(.i,: a) . 0-'i/(.r,: a)
— [f/, — //(■*-,: a)Jda k doj ’ 0<n0>i j (A 14)
By convention, the second derivative in equation ( A 14) is omitted. If the model 
function ij(.v: a) describes the data well, then (/, -  i/(.r,:a) will be small, and the
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statistical fluctuations of the clata about the model will likely lead to an overall 
cancellation of this term . If the model function is a poor representation of the 
data,  or if the initial param eter set is far from the \ 1 minimum, then the right 
hand term could be quite large, and coidd then possibly play a destabilizing role 
in the iterative procedure. The omission of the second term  is justified, as Press 
et al. point out. since modifications of a have no effect on the final param eter set 
a  reached, only on the iterative path  taken to reach them. The condition for the 
\* minimization is tha t the first derivatives ^  vanish, independent of how o is 
defined. Hence the m atrix equation ( A 12) can be solved solely from knowledge 
of the model function and its first derivatives.
The approach to finding the minimum of the general nonlinear least squares 
problem is therefore straightforward. One must continue to take steps fix in 
param eter space until successive iterations fail to meaningfully improve \-'. at 
which point convergence is achieved.
The accuracy of the step bx depends on the contribution to \  - due to higher 
order terms in the taylor series. If it turns out that equation ( A 7) is a poor 
approximation of \*. then it is possible that the new selection of parameters 
x -(- bx will not lead to a reduction of \- \  In this case the minimization strategy 
most likely to succeed is to simply follow the gradient of \* downhill (the so- 
called steepest, descent method), in small increments, until the second order taylor 
expansion becomes a better local approximation of \ \  The familiar Levenberq- 
Marquardt m ethod provides a simple strategy to set the scale of the stepsize down 
the \ 2 gradient.
There are two m ajor areas of concern regarding the conventional nonlinear 
fitting technique outlined above. First, if the evaluation of the model function is 
expensive, in terms of CPU time, then an iterative approach may be impractical. 
Second, the requirement that the observables have a functional relation </(.r: a) 
might lie awkward, if not impossible, to implement in code. In fact, in the most 
general case the set of observables need not even share the same units. Since the 
underlying goal of the fitting procedure is the extraction of the adjustable model
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param eters a. there is 110 need to impose the requirement that each experimental 
observable be related to one another via a superfluous (with regard to the fitting 
procedure) independent variable. All that is required is that each observable be 
dependent on the same set of adjustable parameters.
A new technique for nonlinear least-squares fitting which addresses these con-
55 56cerns has been developed at UNIT The philosophy behind the new fitting 
technique can be expressed in terms of three goals: first, to minimize the number 
of model evaluations necessary to converge on the final solution, second, to max­
imize the utilization of information gained from each evaluation, and third, to 
generalize the description of the model function by eliminating explicit references 
to unneeded independent variables.
Due to the nonlinearity of the fitting problem, it is not possible to escape the 
necessity of an iterative stepping procedure. An effective minimization technique, 
however, will accumulate information with each successive step rather than discard
information obtained from bad steps. Given a set of observables y  =  {/y|__ i/ \  }.
each dependent on the same set of param eters x  =  {.iq. ...iq\/}. we can construct a 
taylor series expansion for each element of y about, a vector x„ in the parameter 
space of y.
M  M  j  q
! j ( x )  =  IJo +  — ;r„j) +  £  i / i  ( r J ~  — -l' o k )  (A15)
i - i  i = i  * = i 1 + 4 >*
To determine the expansion coefficients Lj and Qjk several evaluations of the 
model function y(x)  =  {y (x i ),..., y (x /v-)} are required. The vector x which pro­
duces the lowest \ 2 is generally chosen to be the expansion point x„. It is clear
that the more vectors y  one provides, the more rigorously defined the taylor ex­
pansion coefficients will be. W ith the basis set y(x)  of model evaluations we can 
construct a set of coupled equations, expressed in m atrix form by A t =  y. where
I ' l l  — !'ol  • • •  (-<'11 — <0l )(•*' 1 1 — -I'nl ) - ^
1 .r_>i — .r„ i  . . .  (.i'.>i — .i'oi — I ' o i )
A = IA1G)







(  i/i ^
, - y  :
\  / / I
(All
yi\./
The m atrix A can then he inverted in order to solve for the vector t  of taylor 
expansion coefficients.
The advantages gained from the taylor series expansion are immediately ap­
parent. First, the model function is easily evaluated for all values of x using the 
taylor expansion coefficients. This is a great advantage in cases where the original 
set of model evaluations y(x) requires a large amount of CPU time to generate. 
Second, the taylor expansion of the observables is expressed directly in' terms of 
the param eter set x. thereby eliminating all reference to additional unnecessary 
independent variables. Third, the taylor series can contain information about all 
true evaluations of the model function, since the number of elements in the basis 
set y(x) has no practical size limitation. In this manner we are able to incorpo­
rate all known information about the functional dependence of each observable 
on each of the adjustable param eters into the taylor expansion. The inclusion of 
rejected steps in the expansion will have the effect of inhibiting subsequent, steps 
from straying into bad regions of param eter space, and in addition, the rejected 
steps will help determine the higher order derivatives of expression ( A 15).
Once the taylor expansion coefficients are determined for each observable, 
the \"  minimization proceeds along essentially the same lines as the standard 
nonlinear least squares fit outlined above. The curvature m atrix and the gradient, 
defined in equations ( A 13) and ( A 14). can be calculated from the first derivative 
of the taylor expansion
d  - U
h  =  =  I *  +  £  Q t M k j  ~  l'oj )
'  j = i
A1S)
Once the new step bx is calculated by solving equation ( A 12). the set of observ­
ables y(x -Mx) can be calculated from the taylor series expansion of equation
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( A 15). If \* is reduced, then the procedure can be repeated again, this time 
by calculating the gradient and curvature at the improved param eter coordinates 
X. When convergence is reached, the final set of param eters x„M„ can be tested 
by evaluating the true model function. The entire procedure may be repeated as 
often as desired, each time with one additional model vector y.
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APPENDIX B
Momentum Distributions for the Discrete Filial 
States Observed in the 10O(e,e'p)15N Reaction.
T ab le  B . l  Momentum distribution for the lp i /2  ground state of l ,N
Pm
MeV/c









’ [M eY /r]-'
12.5 4.635 2.648
17.5 8.557 2.961
22.5 11.723 1.748 -22.5 4.432 2.670
27.5 14.175 1.668 -27.5 5.824 2.960
32.5 22.712 2.346
37.5 26.556 2.090
42.5 26.440 1.905 -42.5 10.582 1.711
47.5 32.048 2.762 -47.5 15.020 2.101
52.5 31.806 1.894 -52.5 19.143 2.186
57.5 39.073 2.120 -57.5 23.471 2.611
62.5 38.350 2.500 -62.5 21.787 3.255
67.5 37.340 2.212 -67.5 23.394 3.578
72.5 39.864 2.239
77.5 43.329 1.925 -77.5 28.276 6.5S3
82.5 40.431 1.958 -82.5 29.411 8.411
87.5 41.947 1.901 -87.5 30.445 3.408
92.5 38.569 1.995 -92.5 31.303 3.159
97.5 39.173 2.998 -97.5 31.529 3.543
102.5 35.999 1.691 -102.5 30.209 4.245
107.5 34.450 1.523 -107.5 32.273 4.708
112.5 31.265 1.385 -112.5 31.061 4.720
. 117.5 29.389 1.291 -117.5 28.191 4.652
122.5 28.479 1.115 -122.5 26.438 4.609
127.5 26.754 1.186 -127.5 27.395 3.S3S
132.5 25.200 1.269 -132.5 22.161 3.9S9
137.5 22.287 1.040 -137.5 24.109 5.440
142.5 18.201 1.601 -142.5 23.974 4.S99
147.5 17.355 1.123 -147.5 25.421 5.135
152.5 15.299 0.969 -152.5 18.623 3.074
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fT ab le  B . l  M omentum distribution for the lp i /2 ground state of l5N
Pm
MeV/c











162.5 12.310 0.605 -162.5 22.167 3.407
107.5 11.733 0.781 -107.5 18.010 3.007
172.5 9.629 0.033 -172.5 20.591 3. SOI


















pi Pm ) 
[MeV/c]~-
<7
' [M e\'/c ]-:!
Pm 
1 MeV/c




15.0 9.104 2.282 -15.0 9.940 2.920
25.0 0.900 0.750 -25.0 7.338 2.37G
35.0 0.247 0.500 -35.0 8.321 1.070
45.0 4.501 0.411 -45.0 7.0G2 0.882
55.0 3.003 0.381 -55.0 G.245 1.029
G5.0 3.778 0.390 -G5.0 4.058 0.9CG
75.0 2.919 0.287 -75.0 4.403 1.329
85.0 2.952 0.208 -85.0 2.800 0.904
05.0 2.070 0.234 -95.0 3.752 0.992
105.0 2.583 0.238 -105.0 4.048 1.312
115.0 2.710 0.199 -115.0 2.153 0.013
125.0 2.382 0.170 -125.0 2.323 0.858
135.0 2.151 0.183 -135.0 2.103 0.7S3
145.0 2.250 0.105 -145.0 2.804 0.718
155.0 1.002 0.144 -155.0 3.785 0.940


























22.5 18.547 2.232 -22.5 6.737 2.021
27.5 24.005 1.921 -27.5 8.458 1.978
32.5 30.G82 2.335
37.5 3G.028 2.431
42.5 3G.319 2.695 -42.5 16.268 3.411
47.5 41.317 2.226 -47.5 23.023 2.920
52.5 41.849 2.138 -52.5 20.711 2.387
57.5 44.091 2.291 -57.5 23.896 3.125
G2.5 46.381 2.051 -62.5 23.185 3.107
G7.5 51.582 2.552
72.5 53.117 2.941 -72.5 33.796 7.002
77.5 50.344 2.509 -77.5 38.761 8.367
82.5 52.503 2.281 -82.5 31.738 4.658
87.5 50.747 2.166 -87.5 39.706 5.104
92.5 49.768 2.800
97.5 47.489 1.815 -97.5 35.218 4.G92
102.5 44.985 1.751 -102.5 42.160 3.887
107.5 45.699 1.822
112.5 43.207 1.704 -112.5 39.707 3.803
117.5 41.861 1.449 -117.5 44.610 4.605
122.5 39.624 1.496 -122.5 40.936 4.477
127.5 34.488 1.299 -127.5 41.294 4.553
132.5 32.478 1.243 -132.5 40.514 4.582
137.5 29.265 1.121 -137.5 37.416 5.375
142.5 25.738 1.108 -142.5 35.449 5.046
147.5 23.179 1.238 -147.5 32.492 3.835
. 152.5 21.968 1.033 -152.5 36.787 6.297
157.5 19.690 1.233 -157.5 36.479 4.114
1G2.5 17.048 0.834 -162.5 2S.7SS 3.666
167.5 15.039 0.748 -167.5 2S.030 4.152
172.5 13.259 0.634 -172.5 25.954 4.542
177.5 11.842 0.595 -177.5 32.572 6.S03
182.5 9.403 0.678
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FT ab le  B .3  Momentum distribution for the IP3 / 2  state at Er =  6.32 MeY
P m  p ( P m ) & P m  p (  P in) &
















T ab le  B .4  Momentum distribution for the lg r / 2  state at Er =  7.57 MeY
Pm Pi Pm) o pm Pi Pm ) ft
























T ab le  B .5  M om entum  d istribu tion  for the  l s ^  s ta te  at Ex =  8.31 MeV
Pm
MeV/c
pip  m) 
[MeY/c]
a
1 [M eY /c]-;!
Pm 
1 MeY/c





35.0 0.970 0.279 -35.0 2.283 0.444
45.0 0.403 0.210 -45.0 1.311 0.322
55.0 0.7GG 0.240 -55.0 1.461 0.319
65.0 0.849 0.286 -65.0 1.132 0.321
75.0 0.515 0.170 -75.0 2.349 0.632
-85.0 0.921 0.390
95.0 0.485 0.186 -95.0 1.127 0.396
105.0 0.206 0.122 -105.0 0.529 0.354
115.0 0.201 0.119 -115.0 0.988 0.441
125.0 0.2G1 0.110 -125.0 1.340 0.444
135.0 0.335 0.099
145.0 0.241 0.088 -145.0 0.884 0.601
155.0 0.174 0.084 -155.0 1.149 0.399
1G5.0 0.213 0.077 -165.0 1.290 0.G61




























G2.5 1.0496 0.4884 162.5 0.3712 0.1G81
G7.5 1.3265 0.5386
72.5 0.7515 0.4239 172.5 0.3742 0.1513
77.5 0.87GS 0.4003 177.5 0.2099 0.133S
82.5 0.8471 0.3962
S7.5 0.7G38 0.3850
92.5 0.8558 0.4459 192.5 0.1356 0.1193
97.5 0.G273 0.4148
102.5 0.9155 0.3205
107.5 0.G674 0.3282 207.5 0.1970 0.0799
112.5 0.9071 0.2941 212.5 0.1914 0.0657
117.5 0.655G 0.2527 217.5 0.1838 0.0G59
122.5 0.G702 0.2447 222.5 0.1541 0.0612
127.5 1.0933 0.2513 227.5 0.1426 0.0587
132.5 0.7304 0.2456 232.5 0.1178 0.0503
137.5 0.5741 0.2195 237.5 0.1164 0.0473
142.5 0.6830 0.3190 242.5 0.1202 0.0463
147.5 0.5184 0.2436 247.5 0.0875 0.037S
152.5 0.4162 0.2029 252.5 0.1004 0.0395
157.5 0.3434 0.1816 257.5 0.0579 0.0423
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P m  
1 MeY/c





35.0 2.926 0.440 -35.0 2.47G 0.488
45.0 1.832 0.309 -45.0 2.447 0.400
55.0 1.175 0.267 -55.0 2.297 0.37G
G5.0 1.076 0.224 -G5.0 1.780 0.388
75.0 1.046 0.200 -75.0 2.045 0.529
85.0 0.560 0.176 -85.0 2.640 0.515
95.0 0.505 0.155 -95.0 1.G85 0.429
105.0 0.699 0.144 -105.0 1.G12 0.415
115.0 0.306 0.120 -115.0 0.277 0.385
125.0 0.346 0.111 -125.0 1.377 0.551
135.0 0.204 0.103 -135.0 0.337 0.438
-145.0 0.082 0.342
155.0 0.169 0.081 -155.0 0.923 0.433
1G5.0 0.077 0.065 -165.0 0.949 0.554









T ab le  B . 8  Momentum distribution for the IP 3 / 2  state at Er =  9.93 MeV
P m
MeV/c











45.0 2.026 0.317 -45.0 1.470 0.447
55.0 2.391 0.364 -55.0 1.013 0.451
G5.0 3.531 0.347 -G5.0 2.394 0.672
75.0 3.236 0.314 -75.0 2.413 0.S24
85.0 2.815 0.299 -85.0 3.101 0.920
95.0 2.878 0.274 -95.0 4.006 1.186
105.0 3.267 0.252 -105.0 4.628 1.138
115.0 2.681 0.239 -115.0 4.000 0.962
125.0 2.322 0.203 -125.0 2.832 0.653
135.0 2.170 0.236 -135.0 6.002 1.224
145.0 1.322 0.171 -145.0 4.139 1.140
155.0 1.063 0.155 -155.0 3.709 0.S73
165.0 1.021 0.138 -165.0 2.946 0.974








T ab le  B .9  Momentum distribution for the lp.3 /2  state at ET =  10.70 MeY
Pm
MeV/c
p{ Pm ) 
[MeY/c]
a






' [M eY /c]-'
25.0 3.729 0.815
35.0 2.7G7 0.429
45.0 2.675 0.359 -45.0 1.634 0.469
55.0 3.564 0.446 -55.0 1.132 0.448
G5.0 3.868 0.359 -65.0 2.080 0.584
75.0 3.566 0.335 -75.0 3.965 0.SS5
85.0 4.173 0.367 -85.0 4.412 0.867
95.0 4.367 0.409 -95.0 5.387 1.441
105.0 4.522 0.308 -105.0 6.450 1.444
115.0 3.881 0.299 -115.0 5.762 1.183
125.0 3.103 0.234 -125.0 5.164 0.979
135.0 2.331 0.217 -135.0 4.123 0.964
145.0 2.040 0.169 -145.0 4.908 1.189
155.0 2.169 0.237 -155.0 3.429 0.S08

























25.0 0.924 0.519 -25.0 1.384 0.897
35.0 0.092 0.167 -35.0 0.970 0.624
45.0 0.239 0.160 -45.0 0.231 0.242
55.0 0.203 0.234 -55.0 0.813 0.369
65.0 0.260 0.200 -65.0 1.004 0.493
-75.0 0.544 0.510
95.0 0.285 0.149 -95.0 0.844 0.488
105.0 0.222 0.137 -105.0 0.415 0.516
115.0 0.407 0.115 -115.0 1.303 0.596
125.0 0.328 0.104 -125.0 0.864 0.569
135.0 0.410 0.093 -135.0 1.503 0.604
145.0 0.259 0.081 -145.0 0.787 0.431
155.0 0.293 0.087 -155.0 0.712 0.395
1G5.0 0.260 0.081 -165.0 1.541 0.723








T ab le  B . l l  Momentum distribution for the ld 5/ 2  sta te  at E , =  12.92 MeY
P m  p (  P m ) & P m  p (  Pm) &























Spectroscopic Factors from the Multipole 
Decomposition of the 1(iO(e.e'p)l5N Spectral Function
Table C .l
E m Sj=o a s,=, (7 S/=, <7
10.5 1.690e-7 3.818e-3 1.429e-6 4.217e-3 1.040e-3 7.109e-3
11.5 4.792e-3 1.895e-4 1.900e-9 1.739e-4 6.891e-3 3.028e-4
12.5 8.017e-3 3.594e-3 1.201 8.661e-3 9.487e-C 4.541e-3
13.5 1.309e-4 1.961e-3 2.390e-2 2.947e-3 1.638e-3 3.498e-3
14.5 1.238e-3 2.186e-3 1.375e-2 2.802e-3 1.310e-6 2.880e-3
15.5 3.560e-3 1.353e-3 1.311e-2 2.726e-3 1.704e-0 3.282e-3
16.5 3.005e-3 1.740e-3 9.341e-3 3.376e-3 3.329e-G 3.1G2e-3
17.5 3.254e-2 1.770e-3 8.520e-3 3.014e-3 1.101e-l 4.267e-3
18.5 0.5C0e-4 1.340e-3 2.341 1.344e-2 2.185e-6 4.948e-3
19.5 3.279e-3 4.845e-3 4.503e-2 4.5C8e-3 1.087e-2 4.178e-3
20.5 1.839e-2 1.505e-3 3.296e-2 3.792e-3 1.380e-2 2.980e-3
21.5 3.9C4e-2 4.029e-3 1.217e-l 4.057e-3 5.7G0e-7 2.297e-3
22.5 0.378e-6 3.860e-3 2.941e-l 5.412e-3 1.015e-2 3.903e-3
23.5 1.200e-2 3.657e-3 3.153e-2 3.499e-3 0.040e-9 2.051e-3
24.5 6.521e-3 3.783e-3 4.426e-2 3.501e-3 1.789e-2 2.594p-3
25.5 6.215e-3 3.687e-3 3.503e-2 3.233e-3 3.948e-3 2.394e-3
20.5 3.201e-2 3.341e-3 4.314e-3 3.033e-3 5.515e-3 2.375e-3
27.5 2.638e-2 3.247e-3 6.2C9e-8 2.875e-3 5.428e-4 2.404e-3
28.5 5.109e-2 3.521e-3 2.925e-7 2.842e-3 1.115e-2 2.303p-3
29.5 5.456e-2 3.717e-3 1.045e-2 3.215e-3 1.114e-4 2.393p-3
30.5 4.029e-2 3.629e-3 1.327e-2 3.091e-3 4.382e-7 2.250e-3
31.5 3.282e-2 3.642e-3 2.048e-2 3.149e-3 3.240e-9 1.805e-3
32.5 4.585e-2 3.828e-3 2.270e-7 3.147e-3 1.229e-2 2.51 le-3
33.5 . 4.816e-2 4.021e-3 1.133e-2 3.410e-3 3.073e-3 2.539e-3
34.5 6.291e-2 4.285e-3 6.445e-4 3.625e-3 6.557e-3 2.70Sp-3
35.5 6.489e-2 4.069e-3 3.025e-4 3.S05e-3 S.004e-3 2.91 le-3
30.5 6.571e-2 4.981e-3 7.528e-3 4.0G9e-3 2.211e-S 2.949p-3
37.5 8.955e-2 5.509e-3 2.209e-8 3.452e-3 1.437e-0 2.597p-3
38.5 7.384e-2 5.962e-3 5.369e-3 4.813e-3 1.233e-7 3.141p-3
39.5 7.963e-2 6.343e-3 1.741e-7 3.211e-3 0.040e-9 2.5G1p-3
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